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Allbritten:
City's annual
street repairs
ready to start
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Staff Writer
Murray Paving, Inc. was
awarded the contract last week
for the City of Murray's annual
resurfacing, milling and maintenance, which will begin soon.
Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten said he was meeting
with Murray Paving this week
to put together a list of streets
that the company will be resurfacing. He said there would be
three basic kinds of repairs that
will be done. One is resurfacing
utility cuts, which is typically
where the water or sewer
departments have cut into the
street to repair a water or sewer
line.
"What they (Murray Paving)
will do is they'll take out part of
the gravel and reconapact everything real good and add 3 1/2
inches of asphalt to that whole
area," Allbritten said. "If it
needs to be trimmed up or recut
so it's a got a smoother, nice,
clean joint, then they'll do that
work too."
Another repair will be spots in
the road where a layer of the
surface has come off. Allbritten
said these spots differ from a

•See Page 2A

Oviata o ihi2 Orly
Bring ye all the tithes into
the storehouse, that there
may be meat in mine house,
and prove me now herewith,
saith the Lord of hosts, if I
will not open you the windows of heaven, and pour
you out a blessing. that there
shall not be room enough to
receive it.
— Malachi 3:10
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With its 14th house under construction,
Murray-Calloway County chapter of
Habitat for Humanity is seeking to build
its financial foundation.
Carolyn Todd, the Murray-Calloway
County chapter's president, said Tuesday
that the 2014 Fundraising Campaign is the
largest such endeavor the chapter has
undertaken, having engaged .in several
smaller fundraisers.
•
"We've been told that if we have payments coming in on 10 houses that it
would produce enough of a cushion to
build one house or more in the future,"
Todd said. "It also would mean we probably wouldn't have to do any more of these
types of large campaigns of this magnitude
for a long time."
• Todd noted that Habitat currently has
payments still being made by owners of
eight houses. Its 14th house,is now under
coastruction
Murray's Chantilly Pla.-!
subdivision.
"We're hoping that our 15th house will
be built next year too so that would be our
10th one of the cycle," she said.
Habitat for Humanity provides lowincome families with the opportunity to
own a home, but does so in a way where
the homeowners have to work as hard as
the people who volunteer with constructing the houses. Habitat owners are selected
through a very stringent search, then are
required to give 250 "sweat hours" as the
house is being built.
Once the family has moved into the
house, though. the work is not over as
training geared to helping the homeowners
exhibit financial proficiency is included.
Two of the 13 houses the MurrayCalloway chapter has overseen are now
the

Above, Josie Cothran, a junior,
holds her flute in front of her as
performs a marching drill with
other members of the Calloway
County High School Laker
Band Tuesday morning during
the annual Band Camp
exercises.
At right, Leticia Nunez, a senior, performs a drill with the colorguard of the Calloway
County High School Laker
Band Tuesday morning during
their annual Band Camp.
Unseasonably pleasant temperatures are accompanying
the band's workouts so far this
week.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
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Back to School Blast
attracts big crowd
at Glendale Road
-By AUSTIN RAMSEY

INDEX
5:30p

By JOHN WRIGHT

Staff Writer
Hundreds of students from
city and county schools lined
up for free school supplies at
the Back to School Blast
Tuesday.
The Glendale Road Church
of Christ hosted this year's
event again, where six family
resource
centers
from
Calloway County Schools and
the
Murray Independent
School District collaborated to
aid families getting ready for
classes at those districts.
Michelle Hansen, director of
the Calloway County School

Family Resource Center based
at East Calloway Elementary
School said she was expecting
to serve anywhere between
600 and 800 kids from both
school systems. Unlike some
other resource center programs, however, these kids
could come from all walks of
life. No financial need proof
was required for access to a
back-to-school starter bag that
had basic school supplies tailored to students at grades
ranging from preschool to high
school.
"As we advertise this event,

•See Page 5A

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

Brandi Lowe and her children Madelynn. right, and Katelynn, middle, wait in line at the annual Back to School Blast at the Glendale Road Church of Christ Tuesday. Families from both
Calloway and Murray Independent school districts had the opportunity to get free back-toschool supplies as part of an effort from the six family resource centers at both districts.
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Sonia
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 82. Calm
wind becoming west around 6
mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 61
Light and variable wind.
Thursday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 83. Light and variable wind becoming west
around 6 mph in the morning.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 63.
Light and variable wind.
Friday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1 p.m. Partly

sunny, with a high near 82.
Light north wind.
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 64. Light
north northeast wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 85. North wind
3 to 6 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 64.
North northeast wind around 6
mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 85. North northeast wind 5 to 7 mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 65.
Northeast wind 5 to 7 mph.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 86. North northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Monday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 66.
Light and variable wind
becoming east northeast
around 5 mph in the evening.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 88. Light and variable wind becoming northwest
around 6 mph in the afternoon.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
As part of the 2014 Campaign for the Murray-Calloway
County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity, Saputo Foods donated $1,000 and 15 pairs of Uvex safety goggles to the MurrayCalloway chapter. Shown are, from left, Judy Denton,
fundraising coordinator, Lyle Bergman, plant manager for the
Murray Saputo establishment, and Carolyn Todd, president of
the Murray-Calloway chapter.

•Habitat...

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
City of Murray Street Supervisor Michael Farley marks off a
pothole for repair on the corner of Larkspur Drive and
Gatesborough Circle. Murray Paving, Inc. has been awarded
the contract for the city's annual asphalt paving and repairs.

•Street repairs...

From Front

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
121 SOUTH WRECK: This car was involved in a wreck
Tuesday afternoon along KY 121 southeast of Murray. No
other information was available. The wreck received responses from multiple emergency agencies.

that."
The 2014 Campaign is offerpaid off.
ing donors a chance to become
The theme of Habitat is propart of what is being billed as
viding a "Hand Up, not a Hand
the Habitat Dream Team. Four
Out."
divisions are included.
"I'm in real estate and there is
Home Starters are classified
just something about first-time
as having given $100 or more.
ownership of a home for peoA donation of $250 allows for
ple. You see the excitement
Home is Where the Heart is
they have," said Judy Denton,
membership, while donors of
who has accepted the role of
or more earn Raise the
$500
2014 Campaign chairperson.
Roof status. Ground Breaker
"Isn't that the American dream,
members are donors of $1,000
though? To have your own
or
more.
home? That's what we're helpDonors will be recognized at
ing allow to happen.
"I also come from a single the dedication ceremony for
mom who didn't own her own House 14. Donations are tax
home until she was in her 40s, deductible.
For information on the
so I know how the people that
Chapter
move into these homes feel. I Murray-Calloway
campaign,
email
murraycalsaw the pride it gave her and it
feels good to help others feel lowayhabitat@yahoo.com or
call 270-761-6055_

From Front
"true pothole" because the subgrade — the native material
underneath the constructed road
— is not yet showing.
"Typically, that's not really a
pothole, per se, but on those situations, it does make a rough
spot in the ,,road," he said.
"Murray Paving will come and
they will cut that out. Instead of
just filling it in, they will cut it
out to make a nice, smooth,
jointed area and have a professional-looking patch job put in
there. They'll cut out however
much they need to and they will
add another 3 1/2 inches of
depth and asphalt in there and
recompact and seal that all up."
The third type of repair will be
what Allbritten refers to as "true
potholes." This is where the
asphalt has broken through and
has exposed the gravel that

ON SALE FRIDAY!
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the Friends of the Calloway County Public Library

MURRAY STATE
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SAT. OCT 11.2014
8 00PM

August 3rd - August 5th
Remainder Book Sale inside the main library

TICKETMASTER COK1
800 745 3000
CFSB CENTER BOX OFFICE

All proceeds from the book sale are used to support
library programming.

Calloway County Public Library
'6tie,library

710 Main St.• Murray, KY•270-753-2288
www.callowaycountylibrary.org

Please Join Us For Our Ribbon Cutting on
Wednesday, July 30th at 11:00 am.

makes up the roadway bed. He
said Murray Paving would cut
the whole area out and dig out
6-8 inches of the road base.
before repairing the subgrade by
adding at least 6 inches of dense
grade aggregate to it. After the
spot is recompacted, 3 1/2 inches of asphalt will be added and it
will be sealed, he said.
The street department often
repairs potholes itself, but potholes are part of the resurfacing
contract this year. Since the
street department deals with
many other jobs such as taking
care of traffic signs, road
drainage
sidewalks,
and
Allbritten said he is pleased that
the contract with Murray Paving
will free his crew of nine people
to focus on some of the other
problems they need to deal with.
If any residents notice potholes or other needed street
repairs, they may call the Public
Works Department, and the
street department will pass that
information along to Murray
Paving, Allbritten said. Street
Supervisor Michael Farley said
citizens can also report any potholes, drainage problems, street
sign problems or other things
that need repair by the city on
the city's website, www.murraykyr.gov.Allbhtten said people
may check the street department
page under the "Public Works"
heading, and there will be a
form they can fill out.
"When we've got it in writing,
it's a lot better for us," Allbritten
said. "When we don't get it in
writing, it can sometimes get
lost in the shuffle."
The work will continue by
Murray Paving throughout the
year as needed, Allbritten said.
Although Murray Paving will
be doing all the asphalt repairs,
the street department will do
any repairs where utility cuts
have been done on state highways where there is concrete
instead of asphalt. Allbritten
said the city does these repairs
because the state's requirements
for the refinishing are very specific.
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H.B. Clark was misidentified as
H.R. White in a story that appeared
in Monday's Ledger & Times on
the fourth annual Murray Open
disc golf tournament.
_
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
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World War II-era planes
fly into Barkley this week
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Special to the Ledger
Three of the planes that helped
the Allies gain control of the skies
in World War 11 will be displayed
this week outside of Paducah.
The Collings Foundation's
Wings of Freedom Tour arrives
Thursday at Barkley Regional
Airport and will feature a Boeing
8-17 Flying Fortress bomber,
Consolidated B-24 Liberator
bomber and a North American P51 Mustang fighter. The display
begins today and will continue
through Friday at Midwest
Aviation on the Barkley grounds.
This is part of a 110-city tour
across the nation that gives visitors the chance to explore these
aircraft up close. Ground tours
will be offered from 2 to 5 p.m.
today, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday
and 9 a.m. to noon Friday. Cost
for those tours are $12 for adults
and $6 for children 6 and under.
World War II veterans are
admitted for free. In addition,
Visitors may also experience
opportunity to actually take a 30-

minute flight aboard these rare
aircraft. Flights on either IN 8-17
or 8-24 are $450 per person.
Flights on the P-5I are $2200 for
a half hour and $3200 for a full
hour. For reservations and information on flight experiences call
800-568-8924.
The Collings Foundation is a
501c3 non-profit educational
foundation devoted to organizing
"living history" events that allows
people to learn more about their
heritage and history through direct
participation. The Wings of
Freedom Tour is celebrating its
25th year and visits over 35 states
annually.
Since its start, tens of millions
of people have seen the B-17, B24 & P-51 display. Wings of
Freedom is a flying tribute to the
flight crews who flew the planes,
the ground crews who maintained
them,the workers who built them,
the soldiers, sailors and airmen
they helped protect. It also honors
the citizens and families that share
the freedom that they helped pre-

serve.
The 8-17 & B-24 were the
backbone of the American effort
during the war from 1942w 1945
and were famous for their ability
to sustain damage and still accomplish missions. Despite the risks
of anti-aircraft fire, attacking
enemy fighters, and the harrowing
environment of sub-zero temperatures, many B- 17s and B-24s safely brought their crews home.
The P-5I Mustang was affectionately known as the bombers
"Little Friend" - saving countless
crews from attacking German
fighters. After the war, many aircraft were scrapped for their raw
aluminum to rebuild a nation in
post-war prosperity and therefore
very few were spared.
The rarity of the B-17, B-24 &
P-51 - and their importance to
telling the story of WWII is why
the Collings Foundation continues
to fly and display the aircraft
nationwide. More is available by
visiting
www.collingsfoundation.org.

Photo provided by the Collings Foundation

Barkley Regional Airport near Paducah is welcoming the Wings
of Freedom Tour starting
today, featuring the 8-17 Flying Fortess, foreground, B-24 Liberator
and P-51 Mustang, back,
all of which were instrumental in the Allies' victory in World War II.
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LOOKING FOR A LEAK: Harry Henderson saws into a section of L.P. Miller Street this week
for the City of Murray water and sewer systems. The city was searching for a leak
in a galvanized water line,

President Davies to spend day
in Christian County Aug.5
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's new
president, Dr. Robert 0. Davies,
will spend the day in
Hopkinsville on Tuesday, Aug. 5,
visiting community leaders and
others in Hopkinsville and
Christian County.
The day begins at 7:30 a.m.
with Davies meeting members of
the Christian County Chamber of
Commerce, Mayor Dan Kemp
and Countyy„ludge Executive
Steve Tribble. After a morning
spent with local school officials
and at Murray State's Breathitt
Veterinary Center. Davies will be
the special guest at the Rotary
Club meeting at 11:45 a.m.
A part of his afternoon will be
spent at the Murray State
University
Hopkinsville
Regional Campus. Davies will
wrap the evening with a special
event for MSU alumni in
Hopkinsville and admitted students (and their parents), who
will have the opportunity to come
together for a meal and meet
Davies. Meal cost is $10. The

event will be
held from 6:308:30 p.m. at the
Hopkinsville
Regional
Campus.
A number of
graduates
of
Murray State
are in leadership
Davies
positions in the
county and city
Christian County is home to
1,753 Murray State alumni and
457 current MSU students.
"I am looking forward to traveling throughout the region and
having the opportunity to interact
with our wonderful alumni, parents, donors and supporters."
Davies said.
Davies began his duties as the
university's 13th president on
July 14. He came to Murray State
from Eastern Oregon University.
where he served as president for
five years. He and his wife
Cindy, have a daughter, Katie.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from other newspapers
in Kentucky via the Associated Press offering opinions about issues of importance.
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William 'Bud' Clayton Nall, 10
William "Bud" Clayton Nall, 111,68,of Murray, Kentucky passed
away peacefully in his sleep in the early morning hours of Sunday,
July 27,2014.
He was born in Dallas, Texas, on Nov. 28, 1945
to William "Bill" Clayton Nall, Jr. and Mildred
Corwin Nall.
He was a graduate of Murray High School and
Murray State University. He was a member of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He worked in real
estate and was an avid sports fan.
He was preceded in death by his parents and
infant brother, James Nall.
Mr. Nall is survived by his younger brother,
Dennis Corwin Nall, Sr. and wife Vicky and their
children, Dennis Jr., Timothy Nall and wife
Mercedes, Angela Gutowsky and husband Will, Sarah West and
husband Roger; great-nieces and nephews, Noah, Seth and Lydia
Nall, Colby and Alyssa Gutowsky; as well as many wonderful
cousins and friends.
Graveside services will be Friday, Aug. 1, 2014 at 2 p.m. at
Murray Memorial Gardens chapel, Murray, Kentucky. Visitation
will be Thursday, July 31, 2014 from 5-7 p.m. at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
In lieu of flowers, tax deductible donations may be made to the
Zeta Lambda Chapter Endowment Fund, c/o ATO Foundation at
w w w.ato.org/ATOFoundation/donation page.aspx
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Stanley lames Fleet
Stanley James Fleet, newborn son of Ronnie and Tiffini (Carter)
Fleet of Benton, Kentucky passed away Monday. July 28, 2014 at
Murray Calloway County Hospital in Murray.
He was preceded in death by his grandfather, Stanley Fleet; and
one brother, Ricky Lamar Fleet.
He is survived by his parents, Ronnie Fleet and Tiffini (Carter)
Fleet of Benton; one brother, Nicholas Fleet of Benton; and one sister, Brelinda Cheyenne Fleet of Benton; grandmother, Brenda Fleet
of Benton; and grandparents, Terry and Sheryl Adams of
Woodbridge, Virginia.
Graveside services will be held at 5 p.m., Wednesday, July 30,
2014 at the New Zion Cemetery in Benton. The Rev. Rodney
Wallace will officiate. Interment will follow the service.
Friends may visit with the family between the hours of 2-4 p.m.,
on Wednesday, Idly 30, 2014 at the Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.
Services have been entrusted to the Collier Funeral Home, 211
West 5th St. Benton, KY 42025.

House to vote on
slimmed-down bill
for border control

By ERICA WERNER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) House Republicans unveiled a
slimmed-down bill Tuesday to
address the immigration crisis
on the U.S.-Mexico border by
sending in National Guard
troops and speeding migrant
youths back home. The election-year measure would allow
Dan Harrell
Dan Harrell, 73, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, July 29, Republicans to say they tried to
solve the humanitarian problem
2014 at his home after an extended illness.
in South Texas, even though it
Arrangements are incomplete, at this time.
stands no chance of becoming
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
law.
The bill would cost $659 milThe number of times published or the length of one or more of lion
through the final two
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger months of
this fiscal year, far
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or smaller than the $3.7
billion
space.
requested by President Barack
Obama for this year and next,
and a sharp reduction from the
$1.5 billion initially proposed
by the House spending committee. The cuts were designed to
win over skeptical conservatives and give lawmakers someBy KARIN LAUB
Israel has vowed to stop the thing they could pass before
and PETER ENAV
Hamas rocket and mortar fire leaving Washington at the end
Associated Press
that has reached increasingly of this week for their annual
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) deeper into its territory and to August recess.
The measure also includes
- Israel on Tuesday unleashed destroy a sophisticated network
its heaviest bombardment in a 3- of tunnels that have been used policy changes rejected by most
week-old war against Hamas, by the militants to infiltrate the Democrats that would allow
striking symbols of the militant Jewish state. For its part, Harms unaccompanied youths who've
group's control in Gaza and fir- has so far rejected cease-fire been arriving by the tens of
from
Central
ing tank shells that Palestinian efforts unless its demands are thousands
America
to
be
turned
around
officials said shut down the met,including a lifting of a punquickly at the border and sent
strip's only power plant.
ishing blockade.
back home without judicial
Thick black smoke from the
At least 1,175 Palestinians hearings.
plant's burning fuel tank rose for have been killed since the start
"I think there's sufficient suphours. The station's shutdown of fighting July 8. including at
port in the House to move this
further disrupted the supply of least 100 on Tuesday, said bill," House
Speaker John
electricity and water to the 1.7 Palestinian health official Ashraf Boehner told reporters after
million people packed into the al-Kidra.
meeting with rank-and-file lawnarrow Palestinian Coastal terriThe dead included multiple makers on the issue. "We have a
tory.
members of at least five families little more work to do though."
On Tuesday evening, residents who were pulled from the rubble
Boehner said the bill would
of the sprawling Jebaliya Tuesday after airstrikes and tank come to a vote on Thursday.
refugee camp in northern Gaza shelling struck their homes,
Yet even if it does pass the
reported intense tank shelling. including the mayor of a refugee House, the bill is tertain to be
Ten members of an extended camp and his 70-year-old father, rejected by the Democratic-run
family were killed and 50 other according to Palestinian health Senate, which seemed likely to
people wounded in the area. officials and the Palestinian Red move ahead with a vote on its
own $2.7 billion border packPalestinian health officials said. Crescent.
Two brothers driving in a car
Israel has reported 53 soldiers age. The Senate bill, which does
not include the policy changes
with markings of a U.N. aid and three civilians killed.
agency were killed by shrapnel,
Already, the intensity and the embraced by the House, lacks
an area resident said.
scope of the current Gaza opera- GOP support and seems unlike"It was like an earthquake," tion is on par with an invasion ly to pass. So there appeared to
Moussa al-Mabhouh. a volun- five years ago, which ended be no path to reach a comproteer for Gaza's Civil Defense. with Israel unilaterally with- mise between the House and
Senate that could send a bill to
said of the scene. "Roofs col- drawing after hitting Hamas
Obama's desk ahead of the fivelapsed. walls cracked and hard.
wounded people everywhere."
On Tuesday, Israeli warplanes
The heavy strikes - which carried out dozens of attacks.
came a day after Prime Minister leveling the home of the top
Benjamin
Netanyahu
on. Hamas leader in Gaza, Ismail
Monday warned of a "pro- Haniyeh, and damaging the
longed" campaign
against offices of the movement's AlHamas - were a new blow to Aqsa satellite TV station, a ceninternational efforts to reach a tral mosque in Gaza City and
sustainable truce in the fighting. government offices.

U.S. accuses Russia of Israel hits symbols of
violating missile treaty Hamas rule; scores killed
BY DEB RIECHMIANN,
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Obama administration accusation that Russia violated a key
nuclear weapons treaty leaves
the future of the 26-year-old
accord in question and further
dampens President Barack
Obama's hopes to burnish his
legacy with deeper cuts to
nuclear arsenals
The State Department's annual
report on international compliance of arms control agreements
released Tuesday said the U.S.
had determined that Russia is in
violation of the IntermediateRange Nuclear Forces Treaty
that President Ronald Reagan
signed with Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev in 1987.
The treaty says the U.S. and
Russia cannot possess, produce
or test-flight a ground-launched
cruise missile with a range of 300
to 3,400 miles. Possessing or
producing launchers for this type
of missiles also is banned under
the treaty, which helps protect the
U.S. and its allies in Europe and
the Far East.
"We're going to hold them to
living up to the commitments
that they've made," White House
press secretary Josh Earnest said.
The administration has not said
where and when the alleged violation occurred, but a Russian
official said the concerns date
back to 2009. The administration, which said it is prepared to
discuss the issue with senior
Russian officials, raised its con-

cerns about the treaty with
Moscow last year.
"It is fair for you to conclude
that their response to our concerns was wholly unsatisfactory,"
Earnest said.
John Tett, ambassador-nominee to Russia, said he hoped the
Russians would negotiate an end
to the dispute.
"I hope that the Russians will
seize the opportunity
to meet
with our experts,to try to resolve
this - to shelve this particular
weapon system and to bring
themselves back into compliance
with the INF treaty," Tefft told
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on Tuesday.
Retired Lt. Gen. Yevgeniy
Buzhinsky, the former head of
the Russian Defense Ministry's
international department, said
that the U.S. complaints dated
back to 2009. "Now, when an
information war is being waged
against Russia,'the old accusations are being used again," he
said, according to Interfax.
Buzhinsky said that Russia has
had its own complaints about the
U.S. compliance with the INF
treaty. In particular, he said that
the U.S. was using its missiles as
targets to test its missile interceptors, which he argued is forbidden under the treaty.
According to the report,
"Russia did not raise any new
INF Treaty compliance issues
during the reporting period" of
2013.

II Bash...
From Front
we obviously hope people who
need it will come," she said.
"It's a great program that fits a
lot of our single parents, or
maybe parents who are on lower
incomes who are trying to prepare for two or three kids to go
back to school."
Supplies at the start of school
can be hard to come by, of
course, especially with rising
costs. Hansen said she and volunteers priced a single bag of
supplies for an average fourthgrade student several years ago,
and the final cost topped off at
about $W
"This gives parents a start at
the beginning of the year so that
their kids aren't worried about
whether they have their supplies
or if kids are going to make fun
Of them because they don't have
a binder, for example."
Hansen said letters for donations from volunteer families
and parents went out in May.
Since, the resource centers have
been accepting school supplies.
"We've had and have shoppers who will be shopping for us
for the next couple of months,"
Hansen said. "As they find

deals, they'll pick things up for

Becau
doesn

week congressional recess.
Still,
numerous
House
Republicans have said in recent
weeks that they did not want to
go back to their districts to face
voters without acting to deal
with the influx of kids and teens
showing up at the South Texas
border without their parents.
mostly from El Salvador.
Honduras and Guatemala. More
than 57.000 have arrived since
October, many fleeing vicious
gangs and trying to reunite with
family members, but also drawn
by rumors that once here, they
would be allowed to stay.
GOP lawmakers said Tuesday
that their measure appeared to
enjoy widespread support.
although some conservatives
said they remained opposed.
"Frankly, we need to show
that we can act and act thoughtfully, responsibly and quickly,"
said Rep. Tom Cole, R-Okla.
Republicans also predicted
that Democrats would feel pressured to go along. "If I were a
Democrat, and particularly a
Democrat from a border state,
and I went home without doing
anything about this crisis that
their own president created, I
think I'd be a little bit nervous
about doing something like
that," said Rep. Bill Flores, RTexas.
But most bemocrats appeared
set to reject the legislation,
largely because of the legal
change to a 2008 trafficking law
that guarantees immigration
hearings for unaccompanied
kids who arrive here from anywhere other than Mexico or
Canada. The House GOP bill
would allow the Central
American kids to be treated like
Mexican kids, who can be
turned around quickly at the
border unless they can convince
Border Patrol agents that they
have a credible fear of return
meriting additional screenings.
Immigration advocates say
this change eliminates needed
protections for the kids, and
they have pressured Democratic
lawmakers to oppose it. The
inclusion of such policy
changes amounts to "an attempt
to discourage any Democratic
participation, almost. in the passage of this bill." said Rep. Joe
Crowley, D-N.Y

r fut
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Of course, the resource centers at each of the Murray or
Calloway County schools will
continue to provide supplies to
kids who are in need, but
Hansen said she likes to get as
many needs taken care of at the
Back to School Blast.
Tabitha Barnett said the annual event has always been a great
help to her and her three kids in
Calloway County Schools.
"There are so many families
like myself who need help," she
said."It helps us eliminate some
of the big costs of the children
going back to school. These
schools are very, very helpful.
They help with more than just
school supplies. My children are
getting help with clothing items
and shoes - things like that."
Overall, Hansen said she and
the other resource centers are
just glad to be there to help.
"If we can help break down
those non-educational barriers
like the stress of alamily, that's
what we want to do." she said.
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Financial Consultants
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Instead of Certificates of Deposit, ask about a Single
Premium Deferred Annuity with a First-Year Interest
Bonus from Woodmen of the World.
JULY initial guaranteed interest rates are:

4.15%
Payable on a certificate with
annuity values of
$

0,000-;24,999.

4.40%
Payable on a certificate with
annuity values of

$25,000-$99,999.

4.60%
Payable on a certificate with
annuity values of

• The rates apply to certificates issued in
July 2014 the initial interest rate of 4.15%
is guaranteed for the first certificate year arid
includes a first-yearonly interest bonus of
3.00%. This initial rate is payable on a certificate
with annuity values of S10,000-524,999 The
initial interest rate, of 4 409 is guaranteed for
the first certificate year and includes a first
year-only interest bonus of 3 iyat* This initial
rate is payable on a certificate with annuity
values of 525,000 599,999 The initial interest
rate of 460% is guaranteed for the first
certificate year and includes a firct-year only
interest bonus of 3 00% This initial rate is
payable on a certificate with annuity values of
5100,000 5499,999 After the first certificate
year, a secoridary interest rate of 1 00% is
guaranteed until the end of the surrender charge
period, and a minimum interest rate of Onlks
is guaranteed thereafter Renewal interest rates
are set monthly by Woodmen of the World
and will never be lower than those guaranteed
Call for current rates on certificates with higher
annuity values Product may not be available in
all states Contact a Woodmen of the World Field
Representative to find out if this product is right
for you Membership is part of eligibility
• Certificate /%1-XX-0707

5100.000-$499,999.
--Secondary guaranteed interest rate through surrender charge period is 1.00%
Minimum guaranteed interest rate is 1.00%
111Shelia K Crouse
Reid Rentresemotive
filowAerinses:
1621 S.R. 121 Bypass Nor&
Mum*KY 42071
270.753.4741
270.2.33_7;97

Insurance Protection
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News in Brief

Study: 35 percent in U.S. Activists: Syrian rebels
facing debt collectors
detonate tunnels, kill 13

Congressman: Wife didn't lobby on horse bill
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By JOSH BOAK
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Republican congressman from AP Economics Writer
Kentucky said his lobbyist wife did not improperly spur him
WASHINGTON (AP) —
to
introduce a bill concerning the possible abuse of Tennessee walking More than 35 percent of
horses and there's no basis for an ethics complaint against him.
Americans have debts and
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, said in a conference call with reporters on unpaid bills that have been
Monday that he had planned to file the Prevent All Soring Tactics reported to collection agencies,
Act — the PAST Act — regardless of the role his wife played with according to a study released
her employer. His wife, Constance Harriman Whitfield, is a lobby- Tuesday by the Urban Institute.
ist with the Humane Society Legislative Fund.
These consumers fall behind
The U.S. House Ethics Committee notified Whitfield on June 10 on credit cards or hospital bills.
that it received a referral from the independent Office of Their mortgages, auto loans or
Congressional Ethics. That independent office makes referrals to student debt pile up, unpaid.
the House Ethics Committee on which cases warrant further inves- Even past-due gym membership
fees or cellphone contracts can
tigation.
its not about any money. It's not about any payoffs," Whitfield end up with a collection agency.
potentially hurting credit scores
said. "It's not about taking a bribe or anything like that."
and
job prospects, said Caroline
Tennessee walking horses are shown throughout the United
Ratcliffe, a senior fellow at the
States. Soring — using an irritant to cause burning or blistering of
Washington-based think tank.
the horses' legs in order to accentuate their gaits — occurs only in a
"Roughly, every third person
few areas such as Tennessee and Kentucky.
you pass on the street is going to
Whitfield's proposal came after a 2010 Report of the Inspector have
. debt in collections."
General at the United States Department of Agriculture. In that Ratcliffe said.
"It can tip
report,the Inspector General concluded that the current program for employers' hiring decisions,
or
inspecting Tennessee Walking Horses for soring abuse is not ade- whether or not you get that
quate because the inspectors are hired from participants in the apartment."
shows.
The study found that 35.1 percent of people with credit
Clinton to make 2 appearances with Grimes
records had been reported to colLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Former President Bill Clinton will lections for debt that averaged
make two appearances in Kentucky next week with Democratic $5,178, based on September
2013 records. The study points
U.S. Senate candidate Alison Lundergan Grimes.
Grimes' campaign said last week that Clinton would join her at a to a disturbing trend: The share
of Americans in collections has
rally in eastern Kentucky but didn't announce where.
On Monday, the campaign said he would be at events in remained relatively constant,
even as the country as a whole
Lexington and Hazard on Wednesday.
Clinton, who twice carried Kentucky as a presidential candidate, has whittled down the size of its
appeared at a campaign event with Grimes in Louisville in credit carjdebt since the official
end of the Great Recession in
February.
the middle of 2009.
Grimes, who is trying to unseat Senate Minority Leader Mitch
As a share of people's income.
McConnell. is the daughter of longtime Clinton friend Jerry
credit card debt has reached its
Lundergan. She is in her first term as Kentucky's secretary of state. lowest
level in more than a
Kentucky's Senate race is one of the nation's most closely decade, according
to the
watched, with the outcome possibly deciding which party controls American Bankers Association.
the Senate after November.
People increasingly pay off balances each month. Just 2.44 perTornado confirmed in southeastern Kentucky
cent of card accounts are overLEXIN(ITON, Ky. (AP) — Weather officials say a tornado due by 30 days or more, versus
touched down in southeastern Kentucky but caused little damage.
the 15-year average of 3.82 perAn EF-1 tornado carrying winds of around 75 mph touched down cent.
Yet roughly the same percentin southern Leslie County for a minute or so Sunday, forecaster
Tony Edwards of the National Weather Service office in Jackson age of people are still getting
reported for unpaid bills,
told the Lexington Herald-Leader.
•
There was some damage to trees, but no other harm was reported. according to the Urban Institute
Earlier Monday,officials said there didn't appear to be any touch- study performed in conjunction
with researchers from the
downs in the state.
In Lexington, storms dafrtaged more than a dozen homes. Trees Consumer Credit Research
and fences were brought down,and power was cut to about 26,000 Institute. Their figures nearly
match the 36.5 percent of people
homes and businesses in central Kentucky. No injuries were reportin collections reported by a 2004
ed.
•
,
Federal Reserve analysis.
• •
•.•
t
.
Lexington Fire Departnient Battalion Chief JeffNantz
*
said crews
All of this has reshaped the
responded to more than 50 storm-related calls in about five hours. economy.
The collections industry employs 140,000 workers
1 dead, 2 injured in motorcycle club shooting
who recover around $50 billion
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — One man is dead and to others were each year, according to a sepainjured after they were shot at an eastern Kentucky motorcycle club. rate study published this year by
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports the shooting at the club in the
Federal
Reserve's
the Stone community of Pike County happened Sunday during a Philadelphia bank branch.
meeting.
Health care-related
bills
Kentucky State Police have charged 24-year-old Daniel Ward account for 37.9 percent of the
with murder in the shooting. He was taken to the Pike County debts collected, according to a
Detention Center, which did not have attorney information listed in new report commissioned by the
Association of Credit and
online records.
Professionals.
Ward is accused of killing 29-year-old Bradley Coleman, who was Collection
Student
debt
loan
represents
pronounced dead at the scene. The wounded men weren't identified,
another 25.2 percent and credit
and their conditions werekt known.
cards make up 10.1 percent,
The shooting remains under investigation.
with the rest of the collections
going for local governments,
retailers. telecoms and utilities.
The delinquent debt is overwhelmingly concentrated in
Southern and Western states.
Texas cities have a large share of
their populations being reported
to collection agencies: Dallas
(44.3 percent). El Paso (44.4
percent), Houston (43.7 percent), McAllen (51.7 percent)
and San Antonio (44.5 percent).
Almost half of Las Vegas residents— many of whom bore the
brunt of the housing bust that
sparked the recessiOn— have
1-800-RED CROSS I
debt in collections. Other

Southern cities have a disproportionate number of their people facing debt collectors,
including
Orlando
and
Jacksonville, Florida; Memphis,
Tennessee; Columbia, South
Carolina;
and
Jackson,
Mississippi.
A few major factors appear to
be driving the delinquencies,
said Eric Salazar, the Texas and
Ronda manager for the credit
counseling agency GreenPath.
First, many of these workers
have low-paying jobs in construction and services, in addition to minimal education on
their finances.
"There is not the income
growth to save and they have to
make survival decisions."
Salazar said. "You make the
decision to pay for the roof over
your head and to feed your family and that's all you can afford
to do."
Secondly, these states are
home to retirees who live on
fixed incomes and may struggle
to pay medical bills, Salazar
said.
Other cities have populations
that have largely managed to
repay their bills on time. Just
20.1 percent of Minneapolis residents have debts in collection.
Boston. Honolulu:and San Jose,
California, are similarly low.
Only about 20 percent of
Americans with credit records
have any debt at all. Yet high
debt levels don't always lead to
more delinquencies, since the
debt largely comes from mortgages.
An average San Jose resident
has $97,150 in total debt, with
84 percent of it tied to a mortgage. But because incomes and
real estate values are higher in
the technology hub, those residents are less likely to be delinquent.

BEIRUT IA?) — Insurgents
fighting in Syria to oust
President Bashar Assad detonated bomb-packed tunnels under
buildings in the contested northern city of Aleppo on Thesday,
killing at least 13 pro-government troops, opposition activists
said.
The Britain-based Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights
said rebels detonated explosives
in two tunnels, dug under the
ancient quarter of Aleppo that
has been the site of some of the
fiercest fighting in the Syrian
conflict, now in its fourth year.
The Observatory said the blasts
killed at least 13 soldiers and
pro-government militiamen late
Tuesday. It said one bomb went
off under a police station that
likely housed troops.
Clashes between rebels,
belonging to Islamic groups,
including the al-Qaida-linked
Nusra Front, and Assad's forces
broke out after the blasts and
fighting raged into the night, the
Observatory said. The group has
been documenting Syrian conflict since it started in March
2011 through a network of

U.S. court blocks Mississippi abortion law
JACKSON, Miss.(AP) — Mississippi's effort to close its last
abortion clinic was overturned in federal appellate court on
Tuesday. Advocates for the law said women with unwanted pregnancies could always travel to other states, but the judges said every
state must guarantee constitutional rights, including abortion.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals voted 2-1 to block
Mississippi's 2012 law requiring abortion doctors to obtain admitting privileges at nearby hospitals.
Ten states have adopted similar laws, forcing a growing number
of clinics to close. Many hospitals ignore or reject abortion doctors'
applications, and won't grant privileges to out-of-state physicians.
Both obstacles were encountered by the traveling doctors who staff
Mississippi's lone clinic, the Jackson Women's Health Organization.
"Today's ruling ensures women who have decided to end a pregnancy will continue, for now, to have access to safe, legal care in
their home state," said Center for Reproductive Rights president
Nancy Northup.
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activists on the ground.
Another opposition group, the
Syria-based Local Coordination
Committees, also reported the
Aleppo blasts. It said there were
an unknown number of casualties on the government side.
There was no immediate claim
of responsibility for the attack
that comes amid reports of a
surge in deadly attacks by the alQaida-breakaway Islamic State
group targeting Assad's forces.
More than 2,000 Syrians —
almost half of them pro-government forces — have been killed
in just over two weeks, marking
one of the worst death tolls in
the country's civil war.
The Islamic State group has
recently taken swaths of territory in eastern Syria and whole
cities and towns in neighboring
Iraq. It merged the territories
last month and declared an
Islamic state.
Increased targeting of Assad's
forces in northern Syria could
signal shifting priorities for
Sunni militants, seeking to consolidate their hold on territory
and resources along the border
with Turkey.
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Senate passes highway bill,
waits to see what House does
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WATER SKIING

Collins
headed to
Nationals
after stellar
weekend
Special to the Ledger
Murray youngster Austin Collins led
a group of six members from the
Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts who competed this past weekend in the 2014
Southern Regionals , Water Ski
Championships at Lymanland Lake in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Collins, 11, skied in the Boys 2
Division and pulled in his first
Regionals gold medal in jumping, sailing a personal-best 87 feet off a fivefoot ramp to outdistance second place
by a full five feet.
Along with his gold-medal jump.
Collins placed fifth in slalom and ninth
in tricks, and his combined effort garnered a fourth overall finish.
Collins was also awarded the
Southern Region "Most Improved
Jumper" in the Boys 2 division. He is
only in his second year of Boys 2 competition, which incorporates boys aged
I 0-13.
His stellar weekend earned him a trip
to the Nationals, which will be held in
San Marcos, Texas Aug. 11-16.
Collins earned a."44,4skto the
Southern Regionals when he won the
Boys.i division at thftentuciy State
Water Ski Championships: whiEh were
held mid-July on Stillwater 1,,,ake in
Eminence, Kentucky.,.,
While there, Collin44ton theBoys 2
division behind first-01k finishes in
tricks and jumping and a Second-place
finish in slalom.
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Murray State men's golf student-athlete T.J. Ferry won the Hopkinsville
Amateur City Championship over the
weekend after firing a game-changing
7-under-par 65 in the second round in
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
A sophomore this fall with the
Racers, Ferry took on the best from the
Christian County area in the men's
open division and got the job done with
scores of 70-65-74=209. His score was
good for a 3-shot win over a field of 32
competitors.
Hopkinsville
City
The
Championship is played over three
days at different courses including the
first round (July 25) at Western Hills
Golf Course. The second round was
contested (July 26) at The Links at
Novadel and the final round (July 27)
at Hopkinsville CC.

TENNESSEE TITANS

By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Pro Football Writer

second game with the team. Kaczor
compared Washington's performance to
a "really good first date."
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — Finding
"Our blockers had been blocking
someone to handle kickoffs and punt pretty good," Kaczor said. "They all
returns proved quite the adventure in knew the second he walked in the
2013 for Tennessee. Deciding which building,'Hey,that's Leon Washington.'
former Pro Bowl returner handles the Sometimes that adds a little bit of extra
job will be the biggest challenge for the and away we went,and Leon did a realTitans this season.
ly good job for us."
Leon Washington, a two-time Pro
Kaczor also knows McCluster well
Bowler, is competing with Dexter following his career since the coach
McCluster, a Pro Bowl punt returner worked him out coming out of
himself last season, and Marc Mariani, Mississippi, including last season when
the Titans played the Chiefs. Kaczor
a Pro Bowler as a rookie.
"At the end of the day,.all of those also watched Mariani's standout rookie
guys are hard workers," special teams season when he coached special teams
coach Nate Kaczor said. "They're qual- in Jacksonville.
Washington said it's easy to respect
ity people, and they've all been very
successful. We just root for them on what each has done in the past.
"But this is a new year. It's a new
special teams to hope they find a place
time," Washington
said. "The
on the roster."
It's a big difference from last season Tennessee Titans need great returners
when Mariani got hurt in the preseason now,so we welcome that. We welcome
and placed on injured reserve, starting the competition, and it's a great thing.
an avalanche of miscues and mistakes. We're all trying to make each other betThe season opened with a safety on the ter."
Washington went to the Pro Bowl in
first kickoff return with a muffed punt
later costing Darius Reynaud his job. 2008 and 2012. With the Titans last
Another returner bobbled a punt that he season, he averaged 30.1 yards on kickrecovered and was cut, while a third off returns and 13 yards on punt
returns. McCluster returned two punts
player was hurt after taking over.
That's when the Titans brought in for iouchdowns last year in Kansas
Washington, and he immediately set- City where he averaged 11.8 yards per
tled the position down. He just missed return. Both also are working at runa touchdown with a 95-yard kickoff ning back, another crowded position
return last December in Denver in his
See TITANS, 10A

Photos by MARK HUMPHREY / AP Photo

From top clockwise, Leon Washington, Marc Mariani and Dexter
McCluster have all been to the Pro Bowl as return specialists. Now,
Titans head coach Ken Whisenhunt has his choice of all three and
could look to use them all during the 2014 regular season.

No more head games
NCAA SETTLES
HEAD-INJURY SUIT, WILL
CHANGE RULES
By MICHAEL TARN
Associated Press

CHICAGO(AP) — The NCAA agreed on Tuesday to help
athletes with head injuries in a proposed settlement of a classaction lawsuit that college sports' governing body touted as a
major step forward but that critics say doesn't go nearly far.
enough.
The deal, filed in U.S. District Court in Chicago, calls for
the NCAA to toughen return-to-play rules for players who
receive head blows and create a $70 million fund to pay for
thousands of current and former athletes to undergo testing to
determine whether they suffered brain trauma while playing
football and other contact sports.
A lead attorney for the plaintiffs who spearheaded nearly a
year of talks culminating in the agreement said the provisions
would ultimately improve players' safety and leave open the
possibility of damage payments later.
"I wouldn't say these changes solve the safety probiems, but
they do reduce the risks," Chicago attorney Joseph Siprut
said. "It's changed college sports forever."
Others strongly disagreed.
Unlike a proposed settlement in a similar lawsuit against
the NFL,this deal does not set aside any money to pay players who suffered brain trauma. Instead, athletes can sue individually for damages; the NCAA-funded tests that would
gauge the extent of neurological injuries could establish
grounds for doing just that.
U See CONCUSSIONS, 10A

SETH PERLMAN / AP Photo

Adrian Arrington, a former safety at Eastern Illinois University, sits with his daughter,
Andria, as he talks about enduring five concussions while playing football, some so
severe he has says he couldn't recognize his parents afterward, during an interview
with The Associated Press at his home Tuesday, July 29, 2014, in Bloomington III.
Subsequent headaches, memory loss, seizures and depression made it difficult to work
or even care for his children. On Tuesday, the NCAA agreed to settle a class-action
head-Injury lawsuit by creating a $70 million fund to diagnose thousands of current and
former college athletes to determine if they suffered brain trauma playing football, hockey, soccer and other contact sports. Arrington was the lead plaintiff in the lawsuit.

WALMART BASS FISHING LEAGUE

Hipsher wins LK Division event on Kentucky, Barkley
Special to the Ledger

flat in the middle of the lake and threw big fish with the aforementioned spina -14-ounce Accent Fishing Products nerbait and one of his bass in deep
G1LBERTSVILLE, Ky. - Craig spinnerbait with double willow leaf water on a on a Luck-E-Strike
Hipsher of Benton, Kentucky, weighed blades. By 6:40 a.m. I had caught about Ringleader Worm. Hipsher also made
a five-bass limit totaling 22 pounds, 13 19 pounds. Those spinnerbaits have a sure to credit Shiner Bock for extenounces Saturday to win the fourth very thin wire. Every time I would sively supporting his fishing career.
Walmart Bass Fishing League LBL catch two or three that were over 4
Rounding out the top 10 pros were:
Division tournament of 2014 on pounds, I would change spinnerbaits. I
Second: Terry Bolton, Paducah.
Kentucky and Bartley lakes. For his went through four spinnerbaits.
Kentucky, five, bass, 22-9, $1.979 +
victory, Hipsher earned $3,756.
"My goal this season was to win the $300 Evinrude
Bonus
"I kind of got lucky," said Hipsher, LBL division Angler of the Year title"
Third: David Young, Mayfield.
who has 10 career top-10 finishes on said kfipsher. "I practiced a lot for this
Kentucky,five bass, 20-8,$1253
Kentucky Lake in BFL competition. event and my plan was to run brush
Fourth:
Robert
Behrens
Jr..
"The last bite I got In practice gave me piles with a jig and a worm. But. I went
Dyersburg,Tennessee,five bass, 17-12.
a clue that the fish were chasing. The with my gut and it worked. I guide on
next morning when we went out my the lake and I fish about 300 days per $813
Fifth: Edward Gettys, Columbia,
plan was to fish deep ledges with a jig year. Some days things just go right and
Photo Provided
Tennessee,
five bass, 17-12, $813 +
and a worm. But it was cloudy and the when that happens you are meant to
Craig Hlpsher of Benton, Kentucky, claimed the Wairnart Bass wind was blowing and I thought the fish win. I was a hero for a day, but tomor- $300 Evinrude Bonus
Fishing League LBL title this pl3iit weekend with a haul Of 22 pounds, could be up on the shallow flats.
Sixth: Billy Schroeder, Paducah,
row I might blank."
13 ounces while scouring the banks of Kentucky and Barkley lakes.
Hipsher said that he caught four of his
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MCCH full board hears
from pair of other boards

pfit
• p.m.
•.!II

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
..m.
at

Along with the monthly meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Corporation Board of
Trustees last Wednesday, a pair of satellite boards
also had their time in the spotlight.
First up was the semi-annual meeting of the
Murray Calloway County Emergency Medical
Service Board of Trustees with Director Marty
Barnett of the Murray-Calloway County
Ambulance Service providing a report.
First, Barnett updated the full board as to MCC's
involvement in the University of MarylandBaltimore County Critical Care Emergency
Medical Transport Program. The Murray service
joined several other ambulance services in the
region to participate in the class at Mayfield.
Barnett reported that 12 MCC paramedics have
completed that program with four more scheduled
to attend in September,
"The (CCEMFT) program will assist the paramedic in developing necessary skills and knowledge to manage critical patients during a high-risk
transfer. Essentially, CCEMPT) is 'post-graduate
education' for the paramedic that attempts to standardize training and level of care in inter-facility
transport," Barnett said, adding that three MCC
personnel should gain their paramedic license in
September, upping that number to 19 out of 26
total personnel.
In addition, Barnett reported the replacement of
four manual stretchers in favor of power stretchers, each capable of supporting up to 700 pounds.
He also said that the Kentucky Board of EMS
approved MCC's request for the use of mucosa]
atomization of medications for pediatric patients,
meaning medications can be administered through
the nose instead by intravenous catheters that
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require needle sticks.
Barnett also said that MCC will change from
paper patient-care reports to all-electronic reports
with plans to implement that program on Friday.
He also said that MCC remains quite busy with
runs. In fact, he said MCC is on pace to handle 12
percent more runs than last year and 10.5 percent
more than 2012 when MCC had 4,211. As of last
Wednesday, MCC had made 3,435 runs in the fiscal year 2013-14.
***
Keith Travis, vice president of Development for
MCCH, then handled the report for the Murray
Calloway Endowment for Healthcare Board of
Trustees.
Travis reported that the final numbers for the
fourth annual Murray Half Marathon show that the
event generated $45,250, once again registering a
record. Proceeds from that event benefit the Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice House project,
which hospital CEO Jerry Penner said is now less
than two weeks from starting to accept bids for the
construction phase.
In addition, Travis also reported that the endowment earned about $1,100 the hospital hosted an
in-house sale featuring the Murray clothing store
Ribbon Chix. He said the sale generated a total of
$11265; the endowment is slated to receive 10
percent from those sales.
Travis also listed a pair of large events that are
on the horizon. The first is the fourth annual
Endowment Golf Classic set for Aug. 29 at The
Oaks Country Club. The other is an event that
made its debut last year, the Hospice House
Telethon, that is scheduled for Sept. 16-18. This
activity produced $53,000 last year.

Photo provided

FURRY VISITORS TO SPRING CREEK: The residents of Spring Creek Health Care
recently had a visit from Louis and Levi, two pet therapy dogs owned by Denise and Chuck
Muss. They work with the American Red Cross and will also go greet returning soldiers after
their deployment.

MCCH provided physicals to 530 local athletes
Special to the Ledger
A team of seven volunteer
physicians, four APRNs and 31
other staff recently provided free
sports physicals to local middle
and high school students.
The program is offered every
year as a community service to
student-athletes from the Murray
Independent and Calloway
County school districts. The
average family physical costs a
family $100, so area families
saved an estimated $53,000 this
year thanks to the volunteers.
In addition to the sports physicals, MCCH supports local students through providing a
Certified Athletic Trainer to each

district, AED units for schools,
free Center for Health and
Wellness memberships for student-athletes and numerous
health events such as sports
physicals, health screenings and
CPR certifications. The hospital
also supports the school nurse
program in both districts.
The free sports physicals
offered over the summer could
not have been made possible
without the help of numerous
volunteers: Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi,
Dr. David Bryson. Dr. Stephen
Compton, Dr. Danielle Foster.
Dr. Joyce Hughes, Dr. David
Koelsch, Dr. Matthew Price,
Dana
Alexander,
APRN,

Rebecca Johnson, APRN, Lyn
Ryan, APRN, Debbie Wiles,
APRN, Heather Armstrong,
Christie Arnold, Mitzi Cathey,
Elizabeth Copeland, Beverly
Dukes, Kristie Dukes, Mitzi
English, Kim Evans, Amy
Futrell, Ashley Futrell, Teri
Futrell, Renee Garland, Amy
Grogan, Janie Hale, Michelle
Jones, Tina Kendall, Tammy
Lovett, Vanessa Lyons, Amy
Marquardt, Judy Moore, Kim
Neal, Teresa Nixon, Rita Peal,
Kelli Phelps, Carlos Ransey,Lisa
Rister, Chris Sexton, Chrystal
Sexton. Rhonda Sins, Janice
Wallace and Veronica Yucom.
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, July 31,2014:
This year you are dynamic and
charming, but there seems to be
a softness, especially regarding
romance. You are in the first
year of a new luck cycle. Can
you understand why people
flock to you? If you are single,
you will have to work on staying
single. Be careful about dating
more than one person at a time.
There is a likelihood that you

will nin into one person when
you're with the other! If you are
attached, you enjoy hanging out
with your significant other more
and more. It will seem as if you
are dating for the first time, all
over again. LIBRA is as charming as you are!
The Stars Show the Kind or
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

Sudoku is a number-plaang puzzle based on a 9x9 9nd with
several grven numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The daticutty level
ot the Concepts Sudoku Increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
**** Schedule meetings for
the morning, when you are on
cruise control. In the afternoon,
you won't be able to concentrate
as you might like. Go with the
moment, and work through a
certain unpredictability that
keeps appearing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Tap into your creativity
when trying to fulfill a desire. A
fnend or associate will brainstorm with you. In the afternoon,
settle in and take a hard look at

By Dave Green
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Introducing our
newest neighbor.
Mark T. Cutright, MD
Orthopedic Surgery
As a

regional community hospital, we are committed to providing the best in

care to our neighbors. Dr. Cutright, our newest neighbor, recently opened his clinic,
Innovative Orthopedics and joined the medical team at Henry County Medical Center.
Dr. Cutright is originally from Lancaster, OH. He received his undergraduate
degree from Miami University and his Doctor of Medicine from The Ohio State
University. He completed his residency at Akron General Medical Center in Akron, OH.
Dr. Cutright comes to Henry County Medical Center from NorthCrest in Springfield,TN.
Dr. Cutright is board certified by the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons. He is
married to Jill, who is a Nurse Practitioner at Innovative Orthopedics and they have two
sons, Zach and Josh, who will be attending Henry County High School playing on the
Tennis Team. The family enjoys hiking, farming, and water sports including boating. He
is currently accepting new patients. To make an appointment, contact
Innovative Orthopedics at
731-644-8304.
Medical Arts Building'
ORTHOPEDICS
Suite 201
IE HENRY COUNTY
Ofrn.COE)IC. COI
Paris, TN 38242

INNOVATIVE

L

MEDICAL CENTER

731.644.8304

your finances as well as your
long-term goals You'll gain
insight into a friend's attitude.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Take your time in the
morning. In tact, if you can stay
at home, do. A special opportunity seems impossible to say "no"
to. Choose to go with the
moment, and you'll see what lies
ahead on this unusual path. Tap
into your sense of adventure.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Visualize more of what
you want from a certain situation. You also might want to discuss it with a trusted friend or
adviser. By verbalizing what you
want, you'll help turn a desire
into reality. Touch base with a
roommate in the evening.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take care of practical matters first. You will want some
time in the afternoon for a
lengthy lunch with an acquaintance or friend. Catching up on
news could prove to be a real
mind opener. You might be surprised by some of what you
hear.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be taken
aback by what a partner, friend
or associate might share. Eye a
risk with care, but ultimately go
with your sixth sense. The variables with a money matter still
might be too hefty. You won't
want to sustain substantial damage.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to take
the morning off, considering how
out of sorts you feel. Consider
taking the whole day off if you
can, but know that someone will
be looking for you. Lie low, no
matter how many offers come
your way.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Zero in on what you want
in the morning. By the afternoon,
you might want to do some
research, take a nap or enjoy a
favorite pastime. You'll need to
pull away from others for a while.
Don't forget to schedule an
important doctor's appointment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You'll fulfill your obligations first, and then you'll enjoy
the assortment of people around
you with whom you would like to
visit. A meeting might evolve into
a social happening. A loved one
could want his or her share of
time, too!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Detach early on, and
you will gain a deeper insight
into what is going on. In the
afternoon, you can act on your
perception. A loved one or family member is highly receptive to
you. Ask this person for the support and feedback you feel you
need.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Get past a very serious
discussion in the morning. Take
a walk or indulge in some other
type of distraction after this talk.
Allow your empathy to come out
when thinking through the issue.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Others seem to know
where you are coming from. No
matter what goes on, you'll be
able to have a discussion that
lets you know that your position
is being weighed. Use care with
manipulative people. A loved
one needs your attention.
BORN TODAY
Author J.K. Rowling (1965),
actor Wesley Snipes (1962),
actress Geraldine Chaplin
(1944)
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Philippine leaden
Not even a bomb
can stop reform
MANILA, Philippines (AP)
— An emotional Philippine
President Benigno Aquino III
called his opponents desperate
Monday and expressed confidence that many people will
carry on his reforms even if he
was stopped by a bomb.
Aquino said in his annual state
of the nation address before
Congress that he could not
avoid thinking somebody may
make an attempt on his life
because of the kind of people he
has crossed in his effort to fight
corruption and reform his poor
Southeast Asian nation.
Aquino's father, an opposition
senator who fought dictator
Ferdinand Marcos, was assassinated at Manila's international
airport while under military custody in 1983. The current president was wounded but survived
an ambush by restive Filipino
troops during a failed 1987 coup
attempt against his mother,
then-President Corazon Aquino,
at the presidential palace.
"I can't avoid to think that
because of who we are colliding
with, that there may be a time
when we climb the stage and it
can be the last day. Will somebody succeed in planting a
bomb?" he said in his nationally
televised speech.
"Will my opponents with dark
plots who want to bring us back
to the wrong path succeed?
Aquino asked, adding that he
was confident that even if the
time comes when his "second
life" ends, many will continue
the reforms he has started.
He did not say who he feared
could threaten his life.
Aquino rose to the presidency
with a wide margin in 2010 on a
promise to fight corruption and
poverty.
But problems have persisted
in a country where nearly a
fourth of its 100 million people
remain mired in poverty, and
left-wing groups constantly
harp on perceived threats to

democracy 28 years after a
largely non-violent "people
power" revolt ousted Marcos.
Under Aquino, his predecessor, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo,
has been detained on vote-rigging charges, allegations she
has denied. Three powerful senators, including a former
defense secretary who helped
enforce Marcos's 1972 imposition of martial rule, have been
detained after being indicted on
a charge of economic plunder.
And the Supreme Court chief
justice was impeached for
allegedly not properly declaring
his assets.
Opponents and left-wing
groups have accused Aquino of
targeting political rivals but
coddling allies linked to con-uption. The criticisms grew after
the Supreme Court declared
recently that Aquino and his
budget secretary's enforcement
of a major economic stimulus
program in 2011 partly violated
the constitution.
Aquino strongly criticized the
high tribunal and appealed the
decision, which prompted leftwing activists to file an
impeachment complaint against
him.
More than 5,000 left-wing
protesters burned his effigy outside
the
House
of
Representatives, where he outlined his reforms and projects
that have benefited the poor and
earned the country an investment grade from major international ratings agencies.
While his reforms succeeded
and took root. Aquino said his
critics grew desperate and intensified their attacks.
"My bosses, they are working
against you," Aquino said, using
his term for the Filipino masses.
"But I have firm resolve to stand
up these opponents because I
know there are only a few of
them and there are simply so
many of us."

Liberia president orders
new anti-Ebola measures
MONROVIA, Liberia (AP)
— Liberia's president has closed
all but three land border crossings, restricted public gatherings and quarantined communities heavily affected by the
Ebola outbreak in the West
African nation.
President Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf described the measures
late Sunday after the first meeting of a new taskforce she created and is chairing to contain the
disease, which has killed 129
people in the country and more
than 670 across the region.
A top Liberian doctor working
at Liberia's largest hospital died
on Saturday, and two American
aid workers have fallen ill,
underscoring the dangers facing
those charged with bringing the
outbreak under control.
Last week a Liberian official
flew to Nigeria via Lome.Togo
and died of the disease at a
Lagos hospital. The fact that the
official, Patrick Sawyer. was
able to board an international
flight despite being ill raised
fears that the disease could
spread beyond the three countries already affected — Liberia,
Guinea and Sierra Leone.
There is no known cure for
Ebola, which begins with symptoms including fever and sore
throat and escalates to vomiting,
diarrhea and internal bleeding.
Vhe disease spreads through
direct contact with blood and
other bodily fluids as well as
indirect contact with "environments contaminated with such
fluids," according to the World
Health Organization.
"No doubt.the Ebola virus is a
national
health
problem,*
Sirleaf said. "And as we have
also begun to see, it attacks our
way of life, with serious economic and social consequences."
Sirleaf said all borders would
be closed except for three —
one of which crosses into Sierra
Leone, one that cross into
Guinea and another that crosses
into both. Experts believe the

outbreak originated in southeast
Guinea as far back as January,
though the first cases weren't
confirmed until March. That
country has recorded the most
deaths, with 319. Sierra Leone
has recorded more of the recent
cases, however, and has seen
224 deaths in total.
Liberia will keep open
Roberts International Airport
outside Monrovia and James
Spriggs Payne Airport. which is
in the city.
Sirleaf said "preventive and
testing centers will be established' at the airports and open
border crossings,and that "stringent preventive measures to be
announced will be scrupulously
adhered to."
Other
measures include
restricting demonstrations and
marches and requiring restaurants and other public venues to
screen a five-minute film on
Ebola.
Sirleaf also empowered the
security forces to commandeer
vehicles to aide in the public
health response and ordered
them to enforce the new regulations.
In Sierra Leone, President
Ernest Bai Koroma announced
Monday he was heading to the
east of the country to visit the
country's top Ebola doctor who
became infected with the disease last week. Officials have
said the doctor, Sheik Humarr
Khan, has been responding well
to treatment at a center run by
Doctors Without Borders in the
town of Kailahun. Khan has
been described as a national
hero for his work fighting the
outbreak.
Koroma made the announcement at the National Stadium in
Freetown, where he joined
Muslims in prayers to mark the
Eid el-Fitr holiday.
Health
Minister
Miatta
Kargbo also left Monday morning for Kailahun, said Sidle
Yayah Tunis, a ministry
spokesman.
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Looking Back
'fee years ago
year old and under, reading with a
Calloway County graduates who partner, Alyson McNutt,
six year
earned scholarships to Murray State old
reading
alone;
Dana
University are Ivy Hettenhouser, Blankenship, penmanship
award;
Justin Holland. Jonathan Holzapfel, Lisa Cooper, six year
old reading
Lansa Hopkins, Hillary Hulse, with a partner; Regina
Glum, first
Brandy Huynh, Lindsey Johnson. and second grade reading;
Valerie
Lyndsi Keel, Kara Kelso, James Chapman, fifth and
sixth grade
(Jamie) Locke, Leslie Lynn, Scott reading and Jimmy Ohm,third
and
Lowe, Danielle McMillen and Lee fourth grade reading
Miller.
Forty years ago
Tivesty years ago
Mrs Hal Houston has been
Kacey and Kim Stark of Murray named Murray chairman
of the
are pictured with their registered Breath of Life Campaign
to fight
"pet" Holsteins.
children's lung damaging diseases.
Attending the 77th International
The Murray Little League All
Lions Club Convention in Phoenix, Stars earned a trip to the
State
Arizona were Naomi and James Tournament by beating Owensboro
Rogers and Jean and Yancey Southern at Owensboro to
play
Watkins.
London on Aug. I Alan Gibbs was
Pictured is Claire Benton, Murray the winning pitcher.
State University ticket manager for
Johnny Campbell was the winner
the last II years and an employee of of the Murray Invitational
Golf
the athletic department since 1968, Tournament at the Murray Country
admiring a unique swing presented Club. Joe Remoat was the manager
to her at a reception honoring her on for the tournament.
her retirement. With Benton is
Fifty years ago
Athletic Director Mike Strickland,
Published is a picture of Jimmy
who also spoke along with former Jackson, member of the Calloway
baseball coach Johnny Reagan, and County High School Chapter of
longtime tennis coach Bennie Future Farmers of America, with his
Purcell. Benton began her career in instructor dunng a session of his
1968 as secretary to Athletic farm electric class at the Kentucky
Director Cal Luther.
FFA Leadership Training Center at
United Commonwealth Bank Hardinsburg.
sponsored a Coaches Club golf
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and
scramble at the Miller Memorial children Billy and Janet have
Golf Course. Shown are men's bas- returned from an 11 day trip
ketball coach, Scott Edgar; MSU through the state of Florida.
head football coach, Houston Nutt;
Sixty years ago
women's head basketball coach,
Dr. A. H. Kopperud, local dentist,
Eddie Fields 'and bank vice presi- received an honor award for recogdent John Not. The winning team
nition of distinguished service to the
was comprised of Kim Darneron, Soil Conservation District Board of
Billy Don Crouse. Richard Knight Supervisors. Ray Brownfield made
and Tim Miller.
the presentation at a meeting of the
Thirty years ago
Lions Club. Kopperud has built a
Jimmy Brown of Paducah rode six acre lake on his 600 acre farm in
his putter to a one stroke victory in the Faxon community for irrigation
the Murray Country Club's Men's purposes. Kooperud also praised his
Invitational beating determined farm manager, Albert L. Wilson.
Murray Country Club President
All first, fifth and ninth graders of
Johnny Quetermous.
the Murray schools are to be given
Calloway County Public Library
pre-school examinations during the
concluded the children's summer first half of Aug., according to Mrs.
reading program. Winners in the Kenneth Ross. PTA health chairprogram were Lindsay McNutt,five
man.

DEAR ABBY: My husband's
family are hypocrites! They talk
about everyone and their problems, yet when something arises in their family. they want it
kept hush-hush
My sister-in-law, "Gina." had
a baby recently. Her husband.
"Allan," was
suspicious
because their
sexual relations
had
stopped years
ago. He did
a
storebought DNA
test (twice)
and realized
the baby was
not his. When
he confronted
By Abigail
her,
she
Van Buren
wouldn't tell
him who the father is, but said
she had discussed the pregnancy with the father, and they had
decided it would be best for her
to raise the baby as her husband's.
Well, Allan and Gina are now
being divorced, and he's having
his name removed from the baby's
birth certificate. Of course, everyone but me wants this to stay
quiet„ I want the wife of the
man to know, and I want ALL
the people my in-laws trash all
the time to know!
Perhaps this seems mean, but
DANG IT, why shouldn't everyone know ,that Gina isn't Miss
Perfect? What do you think? -TICKED OFF IN LOUISIANA
DEAR TICKED OFF: Please
don't act on impulse. I think that.
as disgusted as you are with
your in-laws, you should keep
your mouth shut. If you spread
this around, it could become the
talk of the community and eventually embarrass the CHILD. who
is blameless in all this.

Dear Abby

•••••

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 30.
the 211th day of 2014. There are
154 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 30, 1864, during the
Civil War, Union forces tried to
take Petersburg. Virginia, by
exploding a gunpowder-laden mine
shaft that had been dug out beneath
Confederate 'defense lines; the
attack failed.
On this date:
In 1729, Baltimore, Maryland,
was founded.
In 1932, the Summer Olympic

Eisenhower signed a measure making "In God We Trust" the national motto, replacing "E Pluribus
Unum" ("Out of many, one").
In 1963, the Soviet Union
announced it had granted political asylum to Harold "Kim" Philby, the "third man" of a British
spy ring.
In 1965, President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed into ,law. the
Medicare bill, which went into
effect the following year.
In 1975,former Teamsters union
president Jimmy Hoffa disappeared
in suburban Detroit.
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Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother. Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.corn or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
athlete's foot_ How can I get nd
of it? And how can I make sure
I don't get it again?
DEAR READER: Athlete's
foot is a common fungal infection. It got its name because
walking around barefoot in a
locker room
is a good way
to
become
infected. You
can also pick
up the fungus
from
I mproperly
cleaned
instruments
used in 41
pedicure, in
the dressing
By
rooms
of
Dr. Anthony
clothing
Komaroff
stores, • in
swimming pool changing areas,
or anyplace that combines dampness and a lot of foot traffic.
An early sign of infection is
white scaly patches or fissures
(small tears in the skin), especially between the toes. As the
infection progresses, the skin may
turn red and become itchy and
moist. Small blisters may spread
out across your foot. They then
break and expose painful fissures
that may swell. The infection
may spread to the soles of your
feet or to your toenails. If you
touch your feet and then another part of your body, the infection may spread there as well.
There are several treatment
options. For a mild infection,focus
on foot hygiene. Wash your feet
regularly and dry them thoroughly, especially between the toes.
Apply an antifungal cream to the
affected area and dust your socks
and shoes with antifungal powder. Examples of medicines that
are available over the counter
are terbinaftne (Lamisil), clotnmazole (Lotrimin), miconazole
(Micatin) and tolnaftate (Tinactin).

Many effective antifungal remedies are sold over the counter.
if you have a severe infection or don't see improvement after
two weeks of over-the-counter
treatment. see a foot care spectalist. He or she may prescribe
a stronger topical medication for
a longer period of time. He or
she also may recommend a prescription medication to take by
mouth. Some examples are
terbinafine, itraconazole and fluconazole.
Watch for one dangerous complication of athlete's foot: a bacterial infection called cellulitis.
It causes a redness of the skin
on the top of the foot (starting
near the toes) and then spreads
up the lower leg. The red area
may be slightly tender, and a
fever may develop. Bacteria live
on the skin. When athlete's foot
causes a break in the skin, it allows
bacteria to get under the surface
of the skin and spread.
The best way to prevent athlete's foot, or a recurrence of it,
is by wearing sandals or shower shoes in locker rooms or pool
areas. Fungi thrive in dark, damp
environments, but the most common dark,damp environment your
feet experience is not a locker
room. It's your shoe, particularly in warm or hot weather, when
your feet sweat.
To avoid athlete's foot, wash
your feet with soap and water
at least once a day. Keep your
feet dry the rest of the time. Put
on clean socks every day, and
change them more often if you
sweat a lot or get them wet.
Take your shoes off at home to
give your feet a chance to
"breathe."
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

Dr. Komaroff

FUNNY LITTLE KIWIFRUIT
Second, I place a layer of hazelnut spread or
Dear Readers: Have you peanut butter around the inside of the cone before
enjoyed the delicious taste of the ice cream is added for an extra-special flavor
the funny little brown, furry surprise. — Tara W. in Florida
KIWIFRUIT? These small, fuzzy SHINY OR DULL?
fruits are just plain fun to eat!
Dear Heleise: I have always wondered if it matThey do have a great taste, ters which side is up or down when using regular
sort of like strawberries, but aluminum foil: the shiny side or the dull side. Any
not really. When buying, pass hints? — John W. in Illinois
over extremely soft or bruised
It makes absolutely no difference which side you
fruit. Squeeze the Prat .fuzzball use — they are the same!
(not too hard), and it should
It's simply how it's manufactured. One side is
e a little. Time to eat and enjoy.
polished by the steel rollers and is shiny, and the
If still firm, you can ripen the fruit at room "poor" other side is dull. — Heloise
temperature (they do look nice in a bowl on the TEST YOUR HINT JO
kitchen counter), or in a paper bag with an apple
Dear Readers: Which of these items can be
to speed up the process. Once ,ripened, kiwifruit used when seeding jalapenos or hot peppers'?
can be kept in the refrigerator for up to four weeks.
A. A grapefruit knife
or left at room temperature for a few days. —
B. Rubber gloves
Heloise
C. A vegetable peeler
PS.: Did you know you can eat the skin of a
If you chose A. B or C. you are correct! All
kiwifruit? It is completely edible, but most people can be used when seeding hot peppers, but you
peel the skin before eating. However, now that I should wear rubber gloves. — Heloise
have learned this, I'm going to try one with the
PS.: If you don't have rubber gloves, nib some
skin on!
cooking oil on your hands BEFORE dealing with
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
any hot peppers. And for gosh sakes. DON'T rub
Heloise
your eyes, nose or any other body part! It's very
P.O. Box 795000
painful, and it's happened to lots of folks!
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
CUTTING CANTALOUPE
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Dear Heloise: I cut a cantaloupe into quarters,
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
and then I use a grapefruit knife to cut the fruit
ICE-CREAM CONES
from the skin. This works great. as the knife is
Dear Heloise: Here are two summer hints my curved and serrated on both sides. — Jeanette W.
kids can't do without. First. I always place a small in New Hampshire
marshmallow in the bottom of ice-cream cones to
I'm going to look right now and see if I have
keep the ice cream from coming out of the bot- a grapefruit knife! — Heloise
tom.
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DEAR ABBY: I use public
transportation to commute to and
from work. I use the time to
read and unwind from my day.
People often start talking to me,
and I find myself trapped for
the next 45 minutes listening to
an unwelcome monologue about
their lives. The fact that I have
earplugs in and a book on my
lap is no deterrent.
I don't want to be rude. What's
the best way to tell someone I
prefer to chill out and not listen to his/her ramblings? -BOOKWORM IN CALGARY,
CANADA
DEAR BOOKWORM:Smile
at the person and say, "I need
this time to catch up on my
reading." That's asserting your
right to privacy, and it's not rude.

How to treat and prevent
athlete's foot

Hints From Heloise
Games opened in Los Angeles.
In 1942, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt signed a bill creating a
women's auxiliary agency in the
Navy known as "Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service" — WAVES for short.
In 1945, the Portland class
heavy cruiser USS Indianapolis was
torpedoed by a Japanese submarine. during World War II; only
316 out of some 1,200 men survived.
In 1953. the Small Business
Administration was founded.
In 1956, President Dwight D.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a man
who has recently fallen in love
with a beautiful male-to-female
transgender. She considers herself a woman, but on social
media lists herself as male.
I am wondering whether I
should consider myself gay,bisexual or straight? I always considered myself straight until recently. -- NO LONGER SURE IN
TEXAS
DEAR NO LONGER SURE:
Because the person presents herself to you as female, then you
are a straight man who has fallen in love with a transgender
woman. If you were attracted
only to members of the same
'sex, then you would be a homosexual. People who are attracted to both men and women are
bisexual.
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Family's dirty little secret is
better left unexposed
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Face card
Sacred beetle
Clarinet cousin
Parish head
Friend
Let up
The Matrix" hero
Thick cut
Out of bed
Beat walker
Act the coquette
Push rudely
Judy's daughter
Writer Waugh
News subject
Bird on a baby announcement
Marry
Visitor from afar
Linen source
Descartes conclusion
Flute's cousin
Poet Pound
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One Month is $125
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TRUSTEE
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AS
CH2,
FOR J.P.MORGAN ACQUISITION TRUST 2006ATES,
ASSET BAWD PASS-THROUGH CERTIFIC
SERIES 20XCH2,

Ftiirf
Sibrdey

Eyecare Specialties

DEFENDANTS

entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
y the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
satisf
to
,
cause
above
the
in
on June 23, 2014,
st on the principal sum at the
intere
plus
,
01.95
of
$60,6
t
amoun
the approximate
paid, costs, fees, attorney
until
2013,
20,
July
from
m
rate of 7.365% per annu
the Courthouse door in the
at
sale
for
offer
to
ed
proce
shall
I
fees, late fees, etc..
st bidder, at public auchighe
the
to
cky,
Kentu
y,
Count
way
City of Murray, Callo
a.m., local time, or there10:00
of
hour
the
at
2014,
6,
t
Augus
tion on Wednesday,
County, Kentucky,
way
Callo
in
d
locate
rty
prope
bed
descri
about, the following
,(PVA Parcel No. 07042071
KY
y,
,
Murra
Drive
ry
Centu
99
with its address being
s:
follow
as
bed
descri
ularly
partic
more
0-0041-A4nd being
Calloway County, State of Kentucky, as
All that parcel of land in City of Murray,
070-0-0041-A,B,C, being known and
ID*
519,
Page
274,
Book
described in Deed
designated as:
y
on the West right of way of the Old Cherr
Tract 1: Beginning at a concrete block
of way of said Cherry Corner
right
West
the
with
e
North
thenc
Corner Road;
poles 36 hake to a stake; thence South 6
Road 6 poles to a stake; thence West 16
links to the point of beginning.
36
poles
16
East
e
thenc
poles to a stake;
North and South and 16 poles 36 links
This Deed conveys a tract of land 6 poles
East and West
corner of a lot deeded to Ernest Edmonson,
Tract II: Beginning at the Northeast
said beginning point being on the West
1971,
ber
Novem
of
day
et ux, on the 5th
the West right of way of the Gravel
with
e
North
thenc
Road;
l
side of a Grave
and parallel with Edmonsons' North
West
e
thenc
stake;
a
to
Road 151-1/2 feet
parallel with the road 151-1/2 feet to
and
South
e
thenc
stake;
a
to
line 287.5 feet
; thence East with Edmonsons' line
corner
west
North
sons'
a stake in the Edmon
ning.
of
begin
point
the
287.5 feet to
and South and 287.5 feet East and
This deed conveys a Lot 151-1/2 feet North
of a lot heretofore purchased by
North
and
ent
adjac
y
iatel
immed
West and
Edmonsons on 11/05/1971.
son,
corner of a lot deeded by Ernest Edmon
Tract III. Beginning at the Northeast
beginning point being on the West
Said
1973
mber
Septe
of
day
17th
the
et ux, on
from the Northeast corner of a lot hereto
side of a Gravel Road and 151-1/2 feet
d to Ernest Edmonson, et ox;
deede
1971
ber
Novem
of
day
5th
the
on
fore and
the Gravel Road 151-1/2 feet to a stake;
thence North with the West right of way
e
North line 287.5 feet to a stake; thenc
sons'
Edmon
with
el
parall
and
West
thence
to a stake in the Edmonsons'
feet
/2
151-1
road
the
with
el
parall
South and
sons' line 287.5 feet to the point of
Northwest corner, thence East with Edmon
beginning.
and South and 287.5 feet East and
This deed conveys a Lot 151-1/2 feet North
a lot heretofore sold to Ernest
of
North
and
nt
y
adjace
iatel
immed
West and
1973.
mber
Septe
of
day
17th
the
on
ox,
et
Edmonson,
Rhonda F. Duff and ThomasW Duff, wife
Being the same property conveyed to
rights of survivorship, by virtue of a deed
with
title,
ed
acquir
who
nd
and husba
maras Rhonda Faye Edmonson Russell, a
n
know
rly
forme
Duff,
F
a
from Rhond
as W. Duff, dated August 7, 2004.
Thom
e
spous
her
by
joined
and
n
ried woma
560. Page 187, Calloway County,
recorded August 19, 2004, at Deed Book
s
record
cky
Kentu
but
sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
The aforementioned property shall be
shall be required to deposit with the
aser
purch
the
days,
30
of
credit
a
on
if sold
paid
purchase price, with the balance to be
commissioner ten percent 110%i of the
surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
ient
suffic
with
days,
(30)
n
thirty
withi
in full
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
per annum from the date of sale until
the property as additional security. All
on
ed
retain
he
shall
lien
A
days.
(30)
the'
and paid, but shall be sold subject to
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
taxes.
em
valor
ad
2014

CHJM INVES.MEN'TS, LLC

PLAINTIFF

UGAL;
BRYNE MCDOUGAL; KELLY MCDO
BANK,INC.,;
COMMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES
ES, LLC;
JAMOS FUND 1, LP; KLAS PROPERTI
UNKNOWN
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY;
SPOUSE OF BRYNE MCDOUGAL;AND
MCDOUGAL,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF KELLY

DEFENDANTS

Court
Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
satisfy the Judgment of.the Plaintiff,
to
,
cause
above
the
in
2014,
9,
June
on
furximate amount of $3,423.73, etc., and
CHJM Investments, LLC, in the appro
-Claimant/Defendant, Community
ther to satisfy the Judgment of the Cross
amount of $81,405.82, with interest thereFinancial Services, Bank, Inc., in that
ary 21, 2014, until judgment, etc., for
on at the rate of 8.25% per day from Febru
iff and Cross-Claimant/Defendant in the
a total indebtedness concerning Plaint
d to
interest, costs, fees, etc., I shall procee
cumulative amount of 84,829.55, plus
the City of Murray, Calloway County,
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
at
auction on Thursday, July 31, 2014,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
about, the following described property
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or there
with its address being 1761 Elm Grove
located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
uID *057-0-0044-A) and being more partic
Road, Almo, KY 42020,(Property Tax
larly described as follows:
ed in the County of Calloway, State of
Legal description of a tract of land situat
Quarter of Section 6, lbwriship 2. Range
Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast
in the Southeast Quarter of Section 6),
5 East,(shown in current deed as being
ision Plat of record in Plat Book 32, Page
and also being Tract 1 of a Minor Subdiv
bed as follows
5, Slide 3069, and being further descri

ds West
North 71 degrees 33 minutes 47 secon
THENCE along Moore's north line
set;
*3175
w/cap
rebar
for a distance of 102.84 feet to a *4
es 13 secnorth line South 85 degrees 23 minut
THENCE continuing with Moore's
set at the south#3175
w/cap
rebar
04
a
to
feet
4
onds West for a distance of 367_5
167
tract, corner to Janie Yearry (Deed Book
west corner of the herein described

t Month Fret.,

*24

•1

l‘s 'II 1. -

Al Otber
Sallamipdass

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons
and companies menare
herein
tioned
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities
Corner
Vacant lot
Johnson & Whitnell
(west of Sears store)
9/10 acre Zoned B-2
Phone 270-753-8496

1

3
3 MO.—......... $71.50 6 mo.....--394.0,
mo.,..--$90.1111
1 yr.........-41451/111
i
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Money Order

Visa
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Name
Si, Address

I City
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I Daytime Ph.
payment to:
Mail this coupon with

Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (17O) 759-1916

a

Roommate
immediately
campus
Steven at
3853

needed
Close to
Contact
270-226-

The afore
days, but
the Comn
good and
from the I
lien shall
taxes, if a
shall be &
This 7th
Respectfu
MAX W.
Master

easements, and restrictions of record
Tbgether with and subject to covenants,
This tract contains 6.847 acres.
propobtained title $p lb. above-described
Bryn. McDougal and Kelly McDougal
2006 and recorded in
21,
April
dated
al,
et
n,
Dunca
erty by deed from Prentice
dated
Quitclaim Deed from Robert Swift,
Book 640, Page 276, as well as by
the Calloway County
in
101
Page
780,
Book
in
ed
March 17, 2009 and record
Clerk's, Office.
AND Air
, 32 x 80(Serial *DSDAL45823AB),
ALSO: 2006 Southern Mobile Home
Unit SR #W0F5383391
of thirty (30)
be sold on a cash or credit basis
The aforementioned property shall
aser shall deposit with
purch
the
days,
(30)
thirty
of
days, but if sold on a credit
te bond with
)of the purchase price and execu
the C,ommiesioner ten percent(10%
interest at 12% per annum
ng
beari
nder,
remai
the
for
good and sufficient surety
thirty days. A
and fully due and payable within
from the date of sale until paid,
ty All delinquent
securi
onal
additi
as
ty
proper
the
lien shall be retained on
the property
and paid by the Commisaioner. but
taxes, if any, shall be ascertained
taxes.
em
valor
ad
2014
the
to
shall be sold subject

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
MURRAY LEDGER et
TIMES TODAY!
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This 7th day of July, 2014
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
050
020

Help Ilsnise

Sake

Wks

ASSISTANT teache
needed for local child
center.
care
Experience preferred
270-753-2077

having a
to the right 197 58 feet, said curve
THENCE along the arc of said curve
31 minutes 06 seconds
es
degre
07
South
bears
which
radius of 672 35 and a chord
es 01 seca point; South 00 degrees 54 minut
East for a &Mance of 196 87 feet to
ning of a curve;
begin
the
at
point
a
to
feet
2
218.8
onds West for a distance of
haying a
to the left 154.10 feet, said curve
THENCE along the arc of said curve
es 48 minutes 44
degre
30
South
bears
which
chord
radius of 139.21 feet and a
5 feet to the point of beginning.
seconds East for a distance of 146.3

This 7th day of July, 2014

Are
Hea

Thorn, obtained title to the above
Billy Wayne Thorn, and wife, Susan M.
Deed from Martha Thorn, a widow,
described property by General Warranty
y
197, Page 499, in the Calloway Count
Book
in
record
dated December 8, 1993, of
Court Clerk's Office.
hue
sold on a cash or credit basis of 60 days,
The aforementioned property shall be
ed to deposit with the
requir
be
shall
aser
purch
the
if sold on a credit of 60 days,
paid
purchase price, with the balance to be
commissioner ten percent 110%) of the
ng interest at 12%
beari
bond,
surety
ient
suffic
with
in full within sixty (60) days,
paid, and fully due and payable in sixty
per annum from the date of sale until
property as additional security. All
the
on
ed
retain
(60) days. A lien shall be
paid, but shall be sold subject to the
and
ained
ascert
delinquent taxes shall be
2014 ad valorem taxes

East
01 degrees 46 minutes 09 seconds
THENCE along Yearry's east line North
northwest corner
the
at
set
#3175
w/cap
rebar
*4
a
for a distance of 873.66 feet to
of the herein described tract;

Papa Smurf
Storage

Being the
by deed fi
Page 479
away on
Ruch

NOTICE OF SALE

right of way of the West State Line
Beginning at a point located on the south
Paschall property and being marked
n
Darvi
the
of
Road at the Northwest corner
post; thence west 425 chains to a
•
to
,
chain.
by a blue post; thence south 4.35
the Hubert Underwood property;
of
r
corne
west
post, said post being the north
Underwood's line in a northeasterwith
e
thenc
thence South 2.7 chain' to a post;
to• post, said post being the
s
chain
8.4.5
ditch
ly direction along an existing
8.2 chains and following said
west
e
thenc
ty,
proper
northwest corner of Grantors
ning This tract contains
begin
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point
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to
way
of
West State Line Road right
3.0 acres more or les/.
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Sale entered by the Calloway Circui
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
iff in
, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaint
on June 23, 2014, in the above cause
ses,
.83, including court costs, litigations expen
the approximate amount of $3,203
the
at
sale
for
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d
procee
shall
and reasonable attorney's fees, etc.. I
t
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highes
Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
0 •.m ,
4.10:0
hout,8
the
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2014,
6,
t
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bidder, at public auction on Wednesday,
described property located ist-Calloway
local time, or thereabout, the following
State Line Road West, Iljray, KY
County, Kentucky, with its address being
bed aa follows:
descri
42071, and betettnore particularly
Quarter of Section 33, T.RA., East, and
A part of the South half of the Southwest
being further described as follows

set on the south line of Elm Grove Road,
Beginning at a *4 rebar w/cap *3175
+- west of the intersection of the center
30.00 feet from centerline and 2331 feet
line of
north
the
on
being
point
said
Lane,
line of Elm Grove Road and Mayfield
235 Page 452) and being the southeast
the Evelyn Moore property (Deed Book
corner of the herein described tract;

020
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Murray

759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

ING AND
BILLY W THORN, BRANCH BANK
TO DEES BANK,
TRUST COMPANY,AS SUCCESSOR
,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY
SUSAN M. THQRN,

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.

VS.

Grove
and parallel to the centerline of Elm
THENCE along a line 30.00 feet from
39 minutes 48 seces
degre
17
South
cesdistan
Road the following bearings and
es 13
to a point; South 15 degrees 56 minut
onds East for a distance of 134.61 feet
ning of a curve;
begin
the
at
point
a
to
feet
0
208.4
seconds East for a distance of

1
1
1
MURRAY
1
1
1
1
l
l
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Home
(cane.")
1
3 ago. —
3 eta —430.011
6 me.----WM 6 mo...-135.0
1yr. _—.$105.941 1 yr. —.—$1105.10

•Contacts

HAZEL ENTERPRISES, LLC,

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

subecrbe to 1he

'-, .

3013 S. 12th

By virtue
on June
the appi
Courthou
bidder, at
local tame
County,
and bents
11 acres,
lbwnship
township
67 poles t
cedar irei
ship line
ning, coni

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00255

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00093

This 7th day of July, 2014

/4p-1St-, Find out what's
haPPoning
this summer... I

,so

Dr. Kevin Adams
*Eyeglasses

Call Chelsea I Iti mph re% s
vour ad toda .!
at 270-753-191 6 and place

ds East
South 88 degree;07 minutes 46 secon
THENCE along Yearry's mouth line
west line of Elm
the
on
set
*3175
w/cap
rebar
*4
fore distance of 241.97 feet to a
Grove Road, 30 00 feet from centerline;
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Always on Time & What You Orde
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-Mur
ss
Bypa
121
1604 Hwy
753-7743
tshirts1 @murray-ky.net

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

,
THOMAS W. DUFF, RHONDA F. DUFF
WAY
A/K/A RHONDA FAYE DUFF, CALLO
COUNTY, LINDA EDMONSON,

IN
Rest of KIVs')

Embroidery &
Screen Printing

Camp Septic'Cleaning of Alurray
'''r --"".
Residential & Commercial
ri/..

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

I State

nu*

.
LittlESS ili SERVICE DIRECTOR1
Run this ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00133
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KY LIEN

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
fieds
we clagsesiat
on osubpa

we should have
teen cefeiratin8 the
Birthday of the most

liseray

precious Sister, Wife,
Daughter, Mother,
grannie and aunt anyone

could have asiedfor
"Sheila %aye 'furrier*.
But god chose to taie her
home 9tyrii 1st. 2014.
She-She is now in god's

hands, but will always be
In our hearts and
memories! We miss you
She-She. Ifallyy Birthday!
With all our Cove
Your ramify
4/0

All our line ads are placed online
.
for FREE! From pets to used cars
all
for
DS
FIE
Check the CLASSI
your needs! 279-753-1916

murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwodc.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, ass national
websne, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

EXPERIENCED Legal
Secretary, Real Estate
and general practice.
P.O. Box 1040-B
TRUCK
DRIVER/LABORER
FOR LOCAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY. MUST BE WILLTRAVEL
TO
ING
COL
A
CLASS
REQUIRED. 270-7532630

Plea
Maio'
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iror
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Mc(
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60
Help UMW
KeeFORCE is seeking
a
Computer
Technician For details
of position ()tease visit
www keetorce com/car
eers prep

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTIITCRY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLO WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00106
KY LIEN HOLDINGS, LLC

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE
BIRTHA E. RUCH,A/KJA BERTHA E. RUCH,
FIRSTMERFT CORPORATION, KLAS PROPERTIES, LLC,
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS I, LLC,
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES,CALLOWAY COUNTY,
UNKNOWN HEIRS OF JOHN D. KEMENY,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF BERTHA E. RUCH,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court
on June 9, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of this Plaintiff,
in
the approximate amount of $4,113.61, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday, July 31, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 4113 Speaker Trail, Murray, Ky
42071,
and being more particularly described as follows:
11 acres, more or less, in the south end of the Southeast Quarter of Section 31.
Ilivraship 2, Range 76, East, and bounded as follows beginning on the south
township line at A. L. Loving now Nance corner at a rock; thence running north
67 poles to a rock; thence a little south of east with Nance's line 34 poles to a
cedar tree; then a little west of south with Nance line to a rock or stake on township line thence, west with township line and Nance'e line to the point of beginning, containing 11 acres, more or less.

&
Prig
Ordered
Urray

et

alties
308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500
com

I.F,SS AND EXCEPT a parcel of land lying south of Highway 280 as conveyed to
Kenneth Gene Duncan on the 22nd day of December, 1988, or record in Book 173,
Card 1881, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.
Being the same property conveyed to Raymond S. Ruch. Sr. and Birtha E. Ruch
by deed from Daniel McGrew, et al, dated July 11, 1994 arid recorded in Book 204,
Page 479 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office. Raymond S. Ruch, Sr. passed
away on November 19, 2006, vesting sole title in Birth& E Ruch alkla Bertha E.
Ruch.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 30} days, the purchaser shall depoeit with
the Commissioner ten percent 00%)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Cornmisaioner, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2014 ad valorem taxes.

KY Lake Oil Company
has an opening tor an
Accounting Clerk to
perform general office
and accounting duties
Excel knowledge, a
basic understanding ot
accounting, excellent
data entry skills,
efficiency and organization required
Send resume to
620 S 4th St. Murray,
KY 42071
Attn: L. Bona.

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Ankles
For Sale

This 7th day of July, 2014

Ladies Mongoose bike
$60 270.978.1714

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY
060

060
Help Marilee

Help Wanted

PLAINTIFF,

ACCS

NO NEED TO LOOK ANY FURTHER

SOLUTIONS

APPLY TODAY AT
GREGORY LOGISTICS, INC.

CORRECT CARE

Are you looking for an exciting position in
Healthcare? A position where you will be
challenged and rewared?
DEFENDANTS
y Circuit Court
the Plaintiff in
Rona expenses,
at the
• to the highest
61;10-.00 cm.,
itFallawaY
urray, KY
East, and

State Line
being marked
26 chains to a
property,
in a northeasterbeing the
d following said
tract contains

Correct Care Solutions is looking for Top Notch
Healthcare Professionals, who want to join the
world's second largest Correctional Healthcare
Company! Come be a part of the Rightpeople,
doing the R47/rithings!
We currently have the following open positions.
A full time Medical Director in Eddyville, KY. For a
Primary Cts or Internal Medicine Pysician
A full time Medical Director covering Fredonia and
Central City. KY.
We also have open positions for RNs and LPNs
across KY
We offer a generous compensation and benefits
package which includes medical, dental, vision,
401K, FSA, tuition reimbursement and much more!
For immediate consideration, please call
(615)815-2752. Fax (615)324-5774 or email
resume direct to
kymd}obs0correctcaresolutions com

above
, a widow,
Calloway County

is of 60 days, bur
deposit with the
balance to be paid
interest at 12%
yable in sixty
security. All
subject to the
CCS Dinner and Informational Simian
Location Cynthia's Ristorante
125 Market House Square
Paducah, KY 42001
(270)443-3319
Date: Tuesday, September 9, 2014
Time. 6:00-8'00pm
Registration begins at 5:45pm

ISTANT teache
ed tor local child
center
rience preferred
753-2077

ISCLAIMER

n accessing the
lp wanted" section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
ou will be redirected
to jobnetwoiiccom
By default,
urray and local job
stings will appear on
this website,
• vet, as a national
I , not all listings
the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ib listings. Thank you

KPERIENCED Legal
screlary, Real Estate
KI general practice.
0. Box 1040-8

RUCK
RIVER/LABORER
DR LOCAL CONTRUCTION COMPAY. MUST BE WILLK3 TO
TRAVEL
COL
LASS
A
EOUIRED 270-753130

Please RSVP to (800)592-2974 x551, McCall
Mifford by Thursday, August 21. 2014 to attend.
Invitation only. Seating is limited.
Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders,
iron workers, millwrights, pipefitters. pipe
welders, operators, crane operators, field
engineers,foreman and superintendents for
heavy industrial work. MSHA training is
helpful but not required. EOE. Apply at
1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:
kcISSell0robinsonconstruction,com

Direct Care Positions- Full time and part time
residential relief positions to assist in the care of
individuals diagnosed with developmental
disabilities. Day. Evening and Midnight shifts
available. Positions available in Graves and
McCracken counties. Minimum qualifications. at
least 21 years old, experience working with
persons diagnosed with developmental disabilities
preferred. must have a valid KY Driver's license.
be able to pass required background checks.
Applications available at WWI(.4rth org. Send
application/resume to Julie Castleberry. Vice
President for Human Resources, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway, Suite 201.
Paducah, KY 42001. EOE
Contractor
General
and builder looking for
secretary. Office half
mile from Murray Good
pay and working conditions. Ask for Joe
270-752-0008
Touch
PERSONAL
Help wanted 2 booths,
Rent S85.00wk.

LILY Pad Learning
Center is accepting
applications for FT and
teachers.
PT
Applications must be
dependable, outgoing,
and have high school
diploma. Please Apply
in person at 701 S. 4th
St.

MURRAY, KY AREA
DEDICATED ROUTE
Excellent Miles and Home Time
CLASS A CDL REQUIRED
2 years Experience
Benefits Available
Go to www.gfegOrylogistics,cOrn
to complete application or Apply in person
2844 Fair Street Poplar Bluff, MO
800-737-9997 or (573)785-1088 ext. 220
Resident Manager
Home for the devIcipmentally disabled has an
immediate opening for a live-in Resident
Manager. Individual applicants or couples may
apply. This is a full time position with excellent
fringe benefits. Housing is provided. Experience
in developmental disabilities is preferred.
Applicant must be 21 years of age. Background
checks required for all states resided/worked in
over the past year. Please forward resume to
Julie L. Castleberry, Vice President for Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001.
Open until filled. EOE
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS, a Murray,
KY manufacturer of
electronic
scoreboards has a full time
Marketing Assistant
position available.
The successful candidate will assist in
the
development,
execution and evaluation of marketing
campaigns (electronic, direct mall and
printed).
position
The
will
Include
market
research/competitIve
analysis In order to
recommend product
needs to achieve
growth objectives.
Requirements
include a Bachelor's
degree In a related
field with a minimum
of 3 yrs professional
marketing
experience. Strong organizational and communication skills with
excellent follow-up
are also essential.

150
Articles
For Saes

HELP Wanted to 5
days a week; Basic
sewing knowledge, will
train apply in person,
NO calls.
Murray Sewing Center
S.12th
942-A
St
Murray KY

Motorcycle
helmets
ackets, boots, saddlebags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY
Musal
LOGIC recording soft
ware $100
Powered 8"subwoofer
$50
Radiohead
auxiliary
port $20
PA system$75
soundboarcl $50
4 x 10 cabinet amp
3 Dynamic microphones $25
Tascam
iUR2
midi/audio dig interface
$25
30W Kustom guitar
amp $125.
270 978 9389
Silvertone
elec guitar,red $200(w/
case) $350
w/B7
Bigsby.
Kona 5 string bass.
solid $200
wireless guitar system
$50
Violin $150
Cloz viloin (over 100
years old) $500
Slingerland
14x5.5
snare $75
Pearl
Forum13x5.5
ssnare $40
Pearl
Firecracker
10x5.5 snare $75
Comet $75
ESP 5 string bass $125
270.978.9389

Platinum Marcy exercise machine, Kimball
temptation
electric
organ living room set
Victorian style 270787-1848

SINGER
SALES 6. VAC
JUK1, JAHOME 8 SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at $79
G.E. Financing

908-C 3 12th
Oil-Air Center
(270)753-5323

A/C window unit Nice
& clean $100
270.978.1714

LARGE
SELECTION

2BR,
$300
plus
deposit 8 miles North
270-227-1935

60S E South 1211i

(270) 753-1713
160
Herne Furnielikigs
BEDROOM SUIT
6pc, Cherry, Solid
Wood.
factory
In
boxes
$795.00 270-293-4121
Can Deliver

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 am. 4 p.m. M-F

.118iL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4111 ST.
Career of 121 S

Gladele,

10XHI's & lex15's
a701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes?
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
2BR brick, redecorated, new wood flooring,
new refrigerator, quiet
neighborhood. No pets.
$465/mo
270-2936070
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TOE) 1-800-545-1833 ext 283
no, rtifitutton
ar.yrortioern
and empiov,

fyrrnstier

Murray
CEV
$417/month 270-8755110
Available August 16th
NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

VERY nice 4BR. 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
teal Estate 270-7539898
1$,

Puryear, TN 1BR
270-492-8528

FOR Sale by owner,
48R, 2 1/2BA, approx.
2124 sq. feet, large
fenced backyard, quiet
neighborhood, 1504
Parklane, $166,900.
270-293-1892
180
Auto Parts

14. 15. 16 inch

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
753-9562
www.tullekctnc corn

CAM
CONTRACTING
Home Improvements
Design Services
Floor Decking
Electncal di Numbing
Drywall & Repairs
Licencect and Insured
Veteran Owned

731-363-7738

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

CLEAN CUT
LAvo,

•Tomming

LANDS(' APIN(

-Removal

MULCEINit

*Stump Gnnding
•Firewood

Fn..e estimate-.

*Insured

Call Kevin at

(270) 489-2839

270-293-4020
11117-CHELL
BROS.
PAV/NG
..A.4.nast Ii ISLigatios'

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DE8RIS REMOVAL
•,n4
metgency Serve*:
*Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

(270)759-050 1

Lamb Tree
Pro

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Complete Tree
Service
Trimming and
RemoVal

Over 28 Years
Experience

Licensed and Insured
Credit Cards Accepted

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-W-1106

270-753-TREE
(8733)

ALitniktViSICthialte

•Seal coattig & sMoinn
•Licensed-insured

Starting at S20
mounted

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space

602 Maple Street
210453-5964
Auto Shop
clean up /body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

Pits & Supplies

Call 753-5606
490
Used Cars
2011 Nissan Altima
SL, Loaded, 25K miles
1 owner, NICE
270-489-2525
510

Campers
05 GulfStream 32tt
Sleeps 8, Chevy chasis, 11K miles; garage
kept. New inside & out.
$15,000.00 Firm
270.293.1231

Well Drilling
2
Stall
Horse
Gooseneck horse trailer Call
270-492-8235

Well Pump Service
Resident/al &
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Honaing Act Notice
AU real estate advertised herein
is subect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or &aminebon based on race color, relipon,sex, handicap, familial stahis or national origin, or mien
bon to make any such preferences, Imitations or dismmmabon
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is riot in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
ffiat all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal °mottomty basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Warn,(733l648-l00

Thirteen (13) undevel
oped
totaling
lots
approximately
3.03
acres in the Kentucky
Development,
Lake
located in Calloway
County. Lots are adjacent to each other and
the Plat can be viewed
at the Office of the
Clerk of the Calloway
County
Court-PIM
Book 2, Page 91. The
lot numbers are 283,
287 thru 290; 395 thru
398; and 406 thru 408.
Asking price is $5,000
for all 13 lots. Would
be willing to sell lots
individually.
If interested Please
contact
Larry
Langhans at(434)9295103.

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-8012

D.G.
*Power Washing
'Residential
•Commercial
(270)435-4431
RCS -Cleaning
Services
Fnendly professionals
for all your cleaning
needs.
Honest &
Reliable. "Let RCS do
dirty
your
work"
Affordable
Free Estimates
270-970-4612

TRAVIS
ASPHA I:1
Pan ing-Scalctrating
Striping
ION

I If t't

270-293-4256
IXI
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

520
Sento 011wed

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Lob Far Sib
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

CHECK out this baby
doll!. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/H/A.
Covered porches,
storage
bldg, new
paint, surveyed properfY.
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area. Dnve
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY. 270-7536012

info 270-753-89134

Houses For Rent
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsentcom
/properties

New 2-4
Badroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
203-7072

USED TIRES

NOW LEASING
WAAL MOM/
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
.•
04.1.0•T
We accept Section
REAL ESTATE FOR
8 vouchers.
SALE. Apartment buildApply at Mur-Cal Apts.
ing and duplexes. Visit
902 Northwood Dr
nicholsentconVproperMonday,
ties or call 270-753Wednesday, Friday.
4109
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
[
13
1a1ks Property
TDD * 711
UPSTAIRS
fu rnished 1 BR,
utilities
included, washer and
dryer included, smoke
tree, no pets. Outside
terrace & entry. 1 occupant. Between Benton
& Murray 270-5279395

-OWNER Finanoe''
Lake Cottage with
Land
Fixer/Handyman
Specsal
127 Tearose Hamlin,
KY
$600 down $475 month
Call Ruthie 270-7532222

103 North 3rd St

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

USE° APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

(270)485-6122

an Nua+
.
6

Nikon Cool Piz L820
Camera $150
160 GB 7" gen IPOD
Classic $100
Verizon LGCosmos (w/
Querty keyboard)$20
Canon 3-in-1 printer
$25
Swiss Army backpack
$55
270 978 9389

Appliances
Sportable
Scoreboards Is a
solid, growing company that offers a
comprehensive wage
benefit
and
Please
package.
email resume to:
recrulting•scoreboerdl.com or send
resumes to: 108 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray KY
42071

ALL FURNITURE &
MATTRESSES
ON
SALE CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
8 MATTRESSES
105 N 3R0
270-753-1502
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $19500
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

140
Wen to Buy

Et.

Fosse For Sale

OHM

MINI
S ORAGE

Until
"
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
Now Have 80 Ctknate Control Units

812 Whlbteril Ave.

75

HALL'S WASTT
MAN kCIA1UN
weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky'
Jason H111
(270)226-0194

&61007
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
ImlestrlaUCemmettlaUlleskMallal
lames C. Gallimers
WWW.OECI.I.C.NET

(270) 759-0890

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
' Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

if you've got It, we eas store 1t
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODELINO.Q041
"Home 'improvements
.62074 Kito'ren
Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks
•Insunad
Discount
•Free Eshmates
*Member Of Angres List
270-436-5959

Brandon's
Outdoor Service
•Bushogging
•Bladework
.Mowing
C-(270)978-0543
Daytime
H-(270)436-5277
After 6

• Garland Rental Boat & Mint Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motortiome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
David's Home
Improvement
LLC

ESTATE SALE
Coach Estates Lots
G-8 off 16th St

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Jcosts
Remodeling 8. Plumbing

Fri & Sat
7am-Noon

Will Do Insurance work
vise S tseCsti Acospled

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Furniture, cookware,
linens, desk, bedroom
suit. table 8 chairs,
'Mac electronics,
record player, gas grill,
much morel

Greg Mansfield

THE YARD SALE
4
11111.
11
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance

Corner of larksey &
Poor Farm Rd

6" Continuous Gutters
Grief itinetown Service
Don? wand your recopy out ri
keep bcar
Itiols
(270)293-8480
Will Clean Houses,
Experienced,
References.
270-227-6504

Saturday 7:30am-3:30pm
Small appliances, furniture, technology,
clothes for all, books, games,
movies,
music, cookeware, dishes, arts &
crafts,
sporting goods, tools, Man Stuff
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ToyotaCare 24-Month Lease

CAMRY

ed'
with No Cost Maintenance Includ

BrE

fo

NEW 2014.5 CAMRY

SE

BY HA

4-door sedan model #2546

The U
Callowa:
ing off
fundrais
Thursda
"Comers
The fn
7:30 a.
Callowa
Citizens
Weaks
607 Pop
not only
but will
donation
by high
comrnun
United V
non-prof
United M
Trey Smi
"Fm
up," Sm
great tea
are work
and they
job. We'!
on havin
everyone
one will
and feel
ed abott
on in the

$1,999
DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
'Due at signing includes
$2000 TES Lease Subvention Cash

PER MONTH 2
or

$1000

0/0
for

TOYOTA BONUS CASH'

MONTHS'
ON ANY NEW 2014.5 CAMRY

APR FINANCING

51000 borrowed.
60 monthly payments of $16.67 per
thru Toyota Financtal services only
Includes Camry hybnds. Must be used

ToyotaCare 24-Month Leases
ed
with No Cost Maintenance Includ

0
0/
LIMITED TERM
APR FINANCING
T'11111

1111111111t

NEW 2014 COROLLA

S PLUS

4-door sedan model #1864

$1,999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
Subvention Cash
'Due at signing Includes $500 TES Lease

NEW 2014 RAV4

LE

4-door FWD SUV model #4430

$2,199 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
•Due at signing includes

TFS Lease Subvention Cash

Let w
of the
God, e
mandm
whole c
shall b
judgme
thing, v
whethe
-I

GOOD ON ANY NEW 2014.5

CAMRY • CAMRY HYBRID
OR ANY NEW 2014

PRIUS LIFTBACK • PRIUS c
PRIUS v AVALON
AVALON HYBRID • VENZA
RAV4 4RUNNER
SIENNA • TUNDRA
4

SH
PLUS $1500 TOYOTA BONUS CA
ON ANY NEW '14 SIENNA
-Or-

NEW 2014 PRIUS

LIFTBACK

#1223
5-door midsize hybrid sedan model Two

$2,499 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING
Lease Subvention Cash
'Due at signing includes $1000 TES

S CASH
PLUS $1000 TOYOTA BONU
CK
ON ANY NEW '14 PRIUS LIFTBA

NEW 2014 SIENNA

LE

Go

8-passenger minivan model #5338

to

$3,199 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

SI

Subvention Cash
'Due at signing includes S1500 TES Lease

IND

-Or-

SH
PLUS $500 TOYOTA BONUS CA
ON
AL
ON ANY NEW '14 AV
es only.
thru Toyota Financial Servic
Includes Avalon Hybrid. Must be used
1
10

-°r- BIG
CASH
BACK

$2,000
ON ANY NEW

'14 PRIUS UFTBACK

s1,500 $1,000 $500
ON ANY NEW

ON ANY NEW

'14.5 CAMRY HYBRID
'14 VENZA
'14 SIENNA

'14.5 CAMRY GAS
14 TUNDRA CREWMAX
'14 AVALON GAS
'14 AVALON HYBRID
'14 PRIUS v

ON ANY NEW

'14 PRIUS c
'14 4RUNNER
'14 TUNDRA REG/DBL CABS
'14 RAV4

PLUS, EVERY NEW TOYOTA
COMES WITH TOYOTACARE
No4Cost Maintenance Plan with roadside assistance

ToyotaCare

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
1 4.41444114444
*-Ct491
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